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Abstract 

Species distributions are often limited by environmental factors and according to 

the abundant-centre hypothesis, abundance should be highest where the 

environment is most favourable for the species. So, do the same environmental 

factors determine occurrence and abundance patterns inside the range? I 

examined this question using Arthroleptella lightfooti, a species of frog from the 

family of Pyxicephalidae, endemic to the mountains of the Cape peninsula, South 

Africa. 

I used density estimates obtained from acoustic Spatially Explicit Capture 

Recapture ( aSCR) methods and data from an acoustic survey using an array of 6 

microphones to construct the first Peninsula wide population-density surface for 

this visually cryptic but acoustically active species. The analysis consisted of three 

stages. The first involved creating two sets of data from the original: one shows 

whether the species is present or not and the other indicates the density when the 

species is present. The second stage consisted of fitting a Hurdle Model to the 

data where the presence data is modelled using logistic regression and the density 

data is separately modelled using ordinary linear regression. The third stage 

involved combining the two models to estimate the expected density of the 

species. Confidence intervals were built using non-parametric bootstrapping. 

It was found that covariates explaining variation in occurrence were not the same 

as those explaining variation in density, suggesting that processes determining 

occurrence were not always those determining density. Of the environmental 

conditions examined, although predictive of occurrence, were generally poor 

predictors of A. lightfooti density. Presence of the Lightfoot's moss frog was 

largely explained by topographic features and availability of water. In contrast, 

predictions of density were only weakly related to these same environmental 

factors and in some cases contradicting one another. 
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The second part of this study produces the first Peninsula wide population density 

surface of A. lightfooti. At the same time, it assesses the ability of using 

opportunistically collected presence-only records in combination with the higher 

quality density data to improve the estimation of expected population-density 

surface of A. lightfooti. The presence-only records were constructed into a habitat 

suitability map using an ensemble of species distribution models. The habitat 

suitability map was then integrated in the modelling framework as a covariate in 

order to improve the estimation of expected population-density surface of A. 

lightfooti. However, the habitat suitability covariate resulted as being 

uninformative. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 

1.1 General Introduction 

Knowledge of patterns of species distribution and abundance is a central theme of 

ecology (Gaston, 2003). Particularly, understanding the spatial and temporal 

pattern of distribution and abundance is crucial to the conservation and 

management of threatened species (Nielsen et al., 2005). The availability of 

comprehensive environmental data, robust statistical method and Geographic 

information system (GIS) tools have boosted the development of Species 

distribution models (SDMs, Guisan et al., 2017; Franklin, 2010). These methods 

use the correlation between species occurrence and environmental variables to 

map and predict the potential geographical range of a species or explain why a 

species occurs where it does. 

Although species distribution models have largely been used to describe species 

occurrence, species abundance models (Potts and Elith, 2006) are less common, 

despite the greater information for conservation management (Nielsen et al., 

2005). Species Abundance Models (SAMs) are species distribution models built 

from abundance (count) data. Prediction patterns of abundance are much more 

difficult to obtain due to the lack of data on spatial variation in abundance within 

the species distribution, especially in the case of rare and cryptic species (Sagarin 

et al., 2006). Consequently inferences on species' habitat preferences were 

originally drawn on simplistic assumptions about species distribution (Nielsen et 

al., 2005). Moreover, it is known that species distributions are often limited by 

environmental factors and according to the abundant-centre hypothesis (Sagarin 

and Gaines, 2002), abundance should be highest where the environment is most 

favourable for the species (Peron and Altwegg, 2015). But, do the same 

environmental factors determining occurrence also determine abundance patterns 

inside the range? 
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The abundant centre hypothesis is based on the formulation that species 

abundance distributions have a positive relationship with environmental gradients, 

whereby at a given point along this gradient ( e.g. temperature) conditions are 

optimal for the species and this is where it attains its highest population density 

(Sagarin and Gaines, 2002). Moving away from this optimal point, the species will 

experience less favourable conditions leading to a decline in population. However, 

several studies (Filz et al., 2013; Nielsen et al., 2005) identified cases where this 

hypothesis may simply be unsupported. It might be difficult to find a strong 

abundance-suitability relationship for species with small ranges. As in such cases, 

environmental variables might vary within a relatively small range of values. 

There are some alternative patterns to the abundant centre hypothesis. For 

example, abundances of some species decline consistently from one limit of their 

range to the other and are therefore said to have a ramped distribution (Baldanzi 

et al., 2013). 

A perfect example of a cryptically coloured and small species is Arthroleptella 

lightfooti ( also commonly known as the Lightfoot 's moss frog and hereinafter 

referred to as A.lightfooti). It is a species of frog from the family of 

Pyxicephalidae, endemic to Table Mountain and other mountains of the Cape 

peninsula, South Africa (Turner and De Villiers, 2007). Adult females can reach 

up to 22mm in length while the males are smaller and have a short, insect-like 

chirp advertisement call consisting of three rapid pulses of 0.1 s long at an 

accentuated frequency of 3.1-3.4 kHz (Channing, 2001; Measey et al., 2017). It 

inhabits seepages in fynbos areas (Channing, 2004). Calls peak during breeding 

seasons between April and December (Minter, 2004). Females lay clutches of 5-12 

eggs on damp soil near rivers, roadside seepages and heavily vegetated streams 

(Channing, 2004). This species does not occur in sympatry with any other 

Arthroleptella species and can be reliably distinguished in the field by their 

advertisement calls (Turner and De Villiers, 2007; Dawood and Channing, 2000). 
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Moreover, the species is listed as near threatened by the IUCN (2018). Although 

inhabiting a largely protected area, A. lightfooti faces major threats, including the 

invasion of alien plants and frequent and intense fires (Measey and Tolley, 2011). 

Previously no conservation actions were prioritised for this species, however, no 

accurate population density estimates of the species were known. The following 

section gives a brief overview of sampling methods and their extensions which led 

to the availability of a first estimation of the A. lightfooti population density data. 

1.2 Estimating Animal Abundance and Density 

1.2.1 Background 

A considerable amount of time and resources are devoted to preserving wildlife 

populations (Stokes et al., 2010). In order to do so, accurate animal abundance or 

density estimates are required. Animal abundance is the number of individuals ( of 

a specific species) that occupies a site of interest (Seber, 1982). Whereas animal 

density ( or 'relative abundance') is the number of individuals per unit area of this 

particular site. Animal density is critical to conservation management and is often 

preferred to abundance since it can be compared across space and time (Gerber et 

al., 2012). Especially in the case of threatened species where the population size 

plays an important role in deciding on the appropriate course of conservation 

action to be taken (Mills, 2012). 

Unfortunately it is usually infeasible to count every individual over its entire 

range or any area of interest (Keeping, 2014). Thus, efficient monitoring 

techniques are necessary for the effective management of threatened species 

(Lettink and Armstrong, 2003). Scientists use a variety of methods to find, 

measure and map animal communities. Two commonly employed methods in 

ecology to estimate animal abundance (or density) exist: 'capture-recapture' (CR) 

and 'distance sampling' (DS) (Chao, 1987). The concept behind both approaches 

is that the probability of detecting individuals of the targeted species can be 

estimated and these provide information on how many individuals in the study 
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area were not detected and thereby allowing for the estimation of the species 

abundance and density (Yoccoz et al., 2001). 

Distance sampling involves carrying out a survey along an array of randomly 

selected lines, searching for the species of interest and for each individual 

encountered, the perpendicular distance from the line and the individual is 

recorded (Thomas et al., 2014). Distance sampling then uses a 'detection function' 

- a mathematical function that returns the probability of detecting an individual 

as a function of distance from the observer (Anderson et al., 1983). A key 

assumption with distance sampling is that all individuals are detected if they are 

directly on the line. Ultimately not all individuals that the observers pass will be 

detected as the detection probability generally decreases with increasing distance 

from the surveying lines (Thomas et al., 2010). The basic idea is that distance 

sampling takes the factor of non-detection into account by considering that not all 

individuals in the transect are detected. Then it attempts to estimate the number 

of animals that were missed in the survey to obtain a better estimate of the 

species abundance (Buckland et al., 2012; Thomas et al., 2014). Animal density is 

the quotient of the species' abundance and the surveyed area (i.e. the ESA

'effective sampling area'). A more detailed description of the methodology is not 

discussed here but can be found in Buckland et al. (2012). 

First applied in the estimation of the human population in London (Graunt, 

1977), capture-recapture methods (also known as 'mark-recapture') were applied 

in the study of fish (Kipling and Cren, 1984) and wildlife populations (Gazey and 

Staley, 1986). Following the description given by Pollock (2000), the basic 

capture-recapture methods consist of a first sample of the population that is 

captured for marking ( e.g. by using tags) and released, later another portion of 

the population is captured and marked once again, thereby creating a 'capture 

history' that shows how many times the particular individual was captured and on 

what occasions. Using the proportion of recaptures and individuals newly 

captured, it is possible to estimate animal abundance (White, 1982). 
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However, capture-recapture methods do not draw inferences about space explicitly 

and do not attempt to estimate an effective sampling area (Borchers and 

Marques, 2017). Basic capture-recapture models can thus only estimate abundance 

but not animal density (Buckland and Elston, 1993; Marques et al. , 2013). In 

addition, basic capture-recapture methods do not account for spatial 

heterogeneity, whereby individuals that live or wander close to the traps are more 

likely to be captured. In order to account for capture heterogeneity introduced by 

the individuals' location in relation to traps , a further generalization of CR 

methods led to spatially explicit capture-recapture (SCR) methods. (Borchers and 

Marques, 2017; Borchers and Efford, 2008; Efford, 2004) 

1.2.2 Spatially Explicit Capture-Recapture 

Spatially explicit capture-recapture (SCR) methods combine capture-recapture 

methods with the spatial component of distance sampling (Efford et al., 2009). 

The spatial component arises from the location of individuals where the 

probability of an individual being detected depends on its location - animals closer 

to the trap have a higher probability of being detected than those further away 

from the traps (Borchers, 2012). Therefore, primary SCR data - capture histories 

- not only include the occasions when an individual was detected but also include 

the spatial detection information of where the individual was detected (Borchers 

and Efford, 2008). 

SCR accounts for spatial heterogeneity by considering that each individual has an 

activity centre. An individual home range is defined by " the area used by an 

organism during some time period" (Efford et al., 2009). Within the SCR 

framework, activity centres are identified as the centroid of the space (i.e. home 

range) where these individuals spend time over the trapping periods (Efford, 2004; 

Royle et al. , 2011). Activity centres are typically unobserved (Marques et al. , 

2013). The probability of capturing an individual can be modelled as a function of 
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the distance from those traps to the unobserved activity centres. Based on this 

additional information, one can specify the probability of detecting an individual 

by any trap on any occasion (Marques et al., 2013; Borchers and Marques, 2017; 

Efford et al., 2009). Assuming that activity centres are uniformly distributed in 

space, the integral under the detection function over space gives the effective 

sampling area of a given set of traps (Borchers, 2012). Thus, density estimates can 

be obtained directly without an ad hoc effective sampling area estimate (Efford et 

al. , 2009). 

Traditionally capture history data were obtained using methods involving physical 

capture of individual animals only. Technological advances now provide methods 

to detect individuals without having to physically handle them (Borchers, 2012; 

Royle et al., 2013). The use of SCR methods has been spurred on with the advent 

of non-invasive 'proximity detectors' for sampling populations (Burton et al., 

2015; Mondol et al. , 2009). Rare and elusive species that historically could not be 

studied effectively because they were difficult or impossible to capture and 

physically handle can now be studied (Royle et al., 2013). Additionally, the 

presence of non-invasive detectors does not influence animals' behaviour. A wide 

range of non-invasive detection devices include camera traps (Soisalo and 

Cavalcanti, 2006), acoustic recording devices (Dawson and Efford, 2009; Measey et 

al., 2017) and molecular techniques where the DNA samples can be obtained from 

material dropped by animals (Mollet et al., 2015). 

An appealing aspect made possible by these detectors and is that abundance and 

density estimates can be obtained from spatial observation accumulated over a 

single sampling occasion because animals are not held at traps (Efford et al., 

2009 ). The underlying idea is that redetection of individuals occurs at different 

points in space rather than time. SCR methods have been applied in many areas 

including, acoustic 'trapping' of ovenbird vocalizations (Dawson and Efford, 2009) 

and minke whales "boing" calls (Martin et al., 2013) , camera-trapping of 
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wolverines (Royle et al., 2011) and genetic capture of chimpanzees faecal samples 

(Moore and Vigilant, 2014). 

1.2.3 Acoustic Spatially Explicit Capture-Recapture 

In the context of elusive species, where for example, the organism lives under 

water or is tiny but produce acoustically detectable and distinguishable calls, 

acoustic spatial capture-recapture (aSCR) methods offer an alternative survey 

mode (Marques et al., 2013). aSCR is a statistical method used to estimate 

densities of acoustically active species (Dawson and Efford, 2009; Efford et al., 

2009). aSCR requires data recorded from an acoustic array; which usually consist 

of setting up detectors in the form of microphones ( or hydrophones in marine 

environments; (Royle et al., 2013). Using wireless links or cables, acoustic signals 

are then transmitted from the widely spaced microphones to data-recording 

equipment (Marques et al., 2013). 

The data required to estimate density using aSCR are the capture histories, 

created when the same animal call is detected on multiple microphones at the 

same time, where the recaptures are the redetections (Stevenson et al., 2015; 

Efford et al., 2009; Borchers, 2012). The detection and non-detection patterns at 

the different microphones allow the unobserved location of the source call to be 

estimated with an associated measurement error (Efford et al., 2009; Measey et 

al., 2017). With each microphone having a known location, the parameters of a 

detection function can be estimated whereby the function describes how 

detectability of a call declines with increasing distance (Borchers, 2012). 

Moreover, together with capture histories, data collected from an acoustic survey 

contain information such as signal strength (SS) and time-of-arrival (TOA) which 

can be used for further inform call locations. The underlying idea behind SS and 

TOA is that a call arrives earlier and with a stronger signal at a microphone that 

is closer to the call's source. Stevenson et al. (2015) extends the conditional 

likelihood approach of Borchers and Efford (2008) to incorporate signal strength 
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and time-of-arrival information. The inclusion of those gives greater precision on 

the location of the sound source, better parameters of the detection function and 

thus call density can be estimated more accurately (Stevenson et al., 2015; Measey 

et al., 2017). 

Assuming that sensitivity across microphones is constant, the detection function 

of each microphone can be used to construct a detection surface over the acoustic 

array. The effective sampling area can be calculated by integrating under the 

estimated detection surface. The detection function allows the computation of the 

probability of detecting a frog call at a given location by at least one microphone 

(Borchers, 2012; Stevenson et al., 2015). Thus, the proportion of detected calls can 

be calculated. A call density estimator, , is then obtained by dividing the number 

of detected calls, , by the effective sampling area and the survey length, 

The initial acoustic SCR methodology proposed by Efford et al. (2009) assumed 

that call locations were independent of one another. However, this is unlikely to 

hold as individuals emitting more than one call over the course of the survey are 

almost certainly related. Despite the violation of this assumption, Stevenson et al. 

(2015) showed that although variance estimates are underestimated, the bias in 

point density estimates obtained from aSCR are negligible. To account for 

dependence between call locations and thereby correcting variance estimates, the 

authors made use of a parametric bootstrap (see Stevenson et al., 2015). 

1.3 Research Aims and Objectives 

Species distributions are often limited by environmental factors ( Gaston, 2003) 

and according to the abundant-centre hypothesis, abundance should be highest 

where the environment is most favourable for the species (Peron and Altwegg, 

2015; Sagarin and Gaines, 2002). With the availability of a quantitative 

population estimate of A. lightfooti across its range, the main research aim was to 

assess if the same environmental factors determining the occurrence of A. 

lightfooti also determine the abundance of the species inside its range. Secondary 
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to this, was to construct the first peninsula wide population-density surface for 

this visually cryptic but acoustically active species using all available information 

on the species to date. 

The objectives of the study are as follows: 

1) Fit hurdle models to occurrence data and density data in terms of different 

environmental variables in order to investigate if the factors determining 

the occurrence of A. lightfooti also determine the species density patterns 

inside its range. 

2) Construct a habitat suitability map based on opportunistically collected 

occurrence data of A. lightfooti from multiple sources, using an ensemble of 

species distribution models. 

3) Produce the first peninsula wide population density map of A. lightfooti 

using all available information on the species. 

1.4 Research Outline 

Chapter 2 provides an overview of the data used in this study. The details of how 

sites were chosen together with the surveying process are discussed. The study 

area is also introduced supported with satellite images that shows the locations of 

where the species was present and absent. Chapter 3 then provides the basic 

structure of the two-part count model used for modelling A. lightfooti density 

data and the different species distribution models used to model presence data. 

The emerging availability of spatial variation in abundance within a species can be 

seen as an opportunity to re-examine ecological hypotheses once drawn from 

simplistic assumptions about species distribution. In Chapter 4, four hypotheses 

are formed and tested to evaluate the extent to which the same environmental 

factors limit the distribution of the species and its abundance within its 

distribution. Four model structures are built using hurdle models, which is a two-
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part count model. The spatial distribution and abundance of the species are 

modelled separately to gain insight into whether the two processes are governed 

by the same factors. 

A vast majority of species data that is available today consist of presence-only 

data collected under non-standardized designs. Presence records of A. lightfooti 

are available back to 1933. Those data were collected opportunistically over the 

years by different observers with no systematic approach. Using an ensemble of 

seven species distribution models, a habitat suitability map based on those 

opportunistically collected data and environmental variables is constructed and 

presented in Chapter 5. The chapter does not investigate the specific ecological 

interpretation of the environmental predictors but briefly evaluates the different 

individual species distribution models used. The resulting distribution map 

derived from this 'lesser quality' data is then used as baseline information to 

integrate with the density data of 'higher quality' in the next chapter. 

In Chapter 6, I explore how the habitat suitability map constructed in chapter 5 

can be used in combination with higher quality abundance data to produce the 

first peninsula wide population density surface of A. lightfooti. Whilst the chapter 

does not test any specific hypotheses, it uses all available data and a model that 

fits the density data well, to produce the best possible map. 
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Maximum size: 22mm 

Chapter 2 - Data Overview 

2.1 Study Species 

Arthroleptella lightfooti is a species of frog from the family of Pyxicephalidae, 

endemic to Table mountain and other mountains of the Cape Peninsula, South 

Africa (Turner and De Villiers, 2007). Adult females can reach up to 22mm in 

length (Figure 2.1) while the males are smaller with a short, insect like chirp 

advertisement call consisting of three rapid pulses of 0.1 s long at an accentuated 

frequency of 3.1-3.4 kHz (Channing, 2001; Measey et al., 2017). It inhabits 

seepages mostly in fynbos areas (Channing, 2004). Calls peak during breeding 

seasons between April and December (Minter, 2004). The breeding season is in 

the southern hemisphere winter, which is the rainy season in the south-western 

Cape. Females lay clutches of 5-12 eggs in wet mossy areas or under thick 

vegetation (Minter, 2004). This species does not occur in sympatry with any other 

Arthroleptella species (Turner and De Villiers, 2007). 

Figure 2.1 - Arthroleptella lightfooti (Photo by John Measey). 
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2.2 Density Dataset 

Acoustic SCR was first applied to call data from A. lightfooti by Borchers et al. 

(2015) and Stevenson et al. (2015) to assess the performance of acoustic SCR. The 

cryptic but acoustically detectable nature of this species makes them ideal 

candidates for the application of acoustic SCR methods. Moreover, the male frogs 

of this species remain mostly stationary while calling, thus the method need not 

account for any possible movement (Stevenson et al., 2015). For this study I used 

the data collected by Louw (2018) for an earlier study where she used aSCR to 

obtain density estimates of calling individuals for more than 80 sites all over the 

Cape peninsula and this section gives an overview of the data. 

Louw (2018)'s study relied on sites where the species was present and calling, thus 

to make sampling more efficient, the goal was to allocate more effort to areas 

where the species was most likely to occur. That is, a site represented as a grid 

cell (at a resolution of 30m2
), which was more likely to contain the species would 

be more likely to be selected for sampling. Sampling of sites was therefore 

stratified by habitat suitability obtained from a MaxEnt species distribution 

model based on 367 occurrence records. 

Thus, the main sampling effort was assigned to sites where habitats were most 

suitable but also including sites with less suitable habitats. Sites were therefore 

grouped into four strata according to the habitat suitability index ranging from: 

0.6 to 1, 0.4 to 0.6, 0.2 to 0.4 and 0 to 0.2. Thereafter, 80% of the sites were 

selected from the first stratum, 10% from the second, 5% from the third and 

fourth, respectively. Furthermore, a Conditioned Latin Hypercube (Minasny and 

McBratney, 2006) sampling, which is a stratified random sampling procedure that 

stratifies samples along the distribution of the following environmental gradients 

at those sites: slope, elevation, aspect, mean minimum winter temperature, winter 

solar radiation, vegetation type, Maximum Normalized Difference Vegetation 
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Index (NDVI) of 2015 and the most recent fire as of January 2016. It ensures that 

a full coverage of the range of these variables is sampled efficiently. 

During the breeding season in 2016 and 2017, Louw (2018) then accessed those 

selected sites by walking through paths where possible and with the use of a 

Global Positioning System (GPS) device. Acoustic arrays were then set up where 

the frogs could be heard calling. If no frogs were heard at the target site, the next 

closest location of calling frogs was then located by walking in circle around the 

target site. If no frogs were heard within 100m of the target site, a density value 

of O frog m 2 was recorded for that site. Over the sampling period, 78 sites were 

recorded as absences. The distances between the microphones were not fixed and 

varied between arrays depending on the site. The immediate area around the site 

(200m) was vacated while recordings took place. 

The calls were recorded for 40 minutes, with each of the six microphones 

recording on independent tracks with a sample bit rate of 48 kHz and a bit depth 

of 24 bits (Measey et al., 2017). When the recording was over, distances between 

each of the microphones were measured using a 30m measuring tape. The position 

of each microphone was also recorded using a GPS device. She then recorded the 

main features of each site (i.e. height of vegetation, presence of running water, 

rocks, footpaths and how the array stood in relation to these features) with 

sketches together with an accurate representation of every unique acoustic array 

that was set up in the field. 

To obtain estimated calling densities of frogs at each site, the recording first 

needed to be processed in order to isolate the frog calls from the rest of the 

recorded soundscape, to determine the number of unique calls detected across the 

array and the microphones on which they were detected and then analysed using 

aSCR. This was necessary as the acoustic SCR presented by Stevenson et al. 

(2015) assumes that individual calls are identifiable, that is, if a call was detected 

several times, it is known whether or not it is the same call. She then prepared 
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aSCR 

the acoustic data (recordings) from the field for analysis using the open source 

software PAMGUARD {Gillespie et al., 2009). 

From each recording, she then extracted the following information: the time at 

which a call was heard on each microphone, the signal strength of each call, and 

the microphones on which a call was and was not detected. The first 10 minutes of 

each recording was ignored as frogs typically stopped calling due to the 

disturbance of setting up the array. Due to the computational time and power 

required to obtain calling densities of animals, 10 subsamples of 1 minute were 

selected from the remaining 30 minutes of each recording to be run through the 

ascr package. Louw {2018) selected those subsamples that were free from bird 

calls that could be misidentified as frog calls and free from overexposure of noise 

that was mostly caused by wind. 

Moreover, in order to convert estimated density of calls to calling animal density, 

an average call rate was needed. Thus, an independent recording of one-minute in 

length of individual calling frogs (n 13) was conducted and used to calculate an 

average call rate. The latter was then used as an input for aSCR analysis. 

Using the package in R , she then obtained density estimates for more than 

80 sites. A detailed description of the process can be found in Louw (2018). A 

parametric bootstrap was used to determine standard of errors of density 

estimates for each subsample within a site. Then to obtain a standard error for a 

site from the standard errors of its subsamples, she applied a subsampled-based 

modification of the bootstrap procedure described in Stevenson et al. (2015). Louw 

{2018)'s study then looked at the reliability of these estimates using the coefficient 

of variation (CV), which is a standardised measure of dispersion {Abdi, 2010). 

Louw (2018) considered density estimates of sites with a CV of more than 30% as 

less reliable population estimates. 
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Density estimates and observed absences are depicted on the map in Figure 2.2. 

The red dots represent sites at which density estimates were successfully obtained 

while yellow dots represent sites at which the species were absent and thus have 

zero density. 

Figure 2.2 - Map of the Cape Peninsula, red dots representing sites for which density estimates 

are available and used in the study. Yellow dots represent sites are which A. lightfooti were 

absent. 
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2.3 Presence-only Dataset 

For the presence-only dataset, a total of 494 historic occurrence points was 

acquired dating from 1933 to 2015. They are referred to as historic records to 

make it clear that they date from before the density data were sampled. These 

records were collected opportunistically with no record of sampling efforts. The 

records are spread latitudinally and longitudinally throughout the study area. The 

data were collated from various sources (Appendix A). Figure 2.3 below illustrates 

the occurrence records within the study area, where most are found within Table 

Mountain National Park. 

Figure 2.3 - Map of the Cape Peninsula in South Africa, where the blue dots represent occurrence 

presence record of A. Lightfooti within the study area. 
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2.4 Environmental Predictors 

Although biotic interactions are known to affect species spatial patterns via 

several mechanisms (Bascompte, 2009), most species distribution models are 

calibrated using abiotic predictors due to the unavailability of data on biotic 

factors. For purpose of this study, models are built using a biotic predictors alone. 

The choice of the number and type of environmental variables is species-specific 

and relies on experts' judgement. 

Aquatic and terrestrial habitats are both necessary for anurans to complete their 

life cycle. Amphibians are known to have poor dispersal abilities and a study by 

Funk et al. (2005) showed that landscapes such as mountain ridges and elevation 

have a particularly strong effect on the dispersal and gene flow of amphibians. 

Another study by de Castro Godinho and Da Silva (2018) found that the rivers in 

the Amazonia largely contributed in explaining the variability in anurans 

biogeographic regions, followed by climate and topographic variables ( de Castro 

Godinho and Da Silva, 2018). Thus, climatic and topographical variables are the 

most widely used predictors in SDM and are included in this study (Miller, 

2010).In addition to those, different vegetation maps and a wetland map were also 

included as predictors in the study. No simple explanation currently accounts for 

the key factors shaping anurans density. 

Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) are convenient for representing varying 

topographic surfaces on earth (Thompson et al., 2001) and were thus used to 

derive the topographical variables. A 10m resolution digital elevation model was 

aggregated to a 30m resolution and used to derive topographic position, 

roughness, slope and two components of aspect: north-southness and east

westness. These layers were used to calculate the solar radiation during the 

warmest and coldest month using Geographic Resources Analysis Support System 

(GRASS). 
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Mean temperature surfaces were provided by the South African Environmental 

Observation Network (SAEON). These were obtained using spatial interpolation 

from 100 temperature data loggers placed across the Peninsula (Slingsby et al. 

U npubl.). The wetland layer is a phenological classification based on Landsat data. 

The vegetation maps are the national types and subtypes (Mucina and 

Rutherford, 2006) and vegetation communities (Cowling et al., 2004). Table 4.2 

gives a brief description of the environmental data and their sources. 

Table 2.1 - Environmental variables included in the study. 

Predictor Variable Description Source 

Slope The rate of change in elevation over a 

distance (continuous). 

Elevation Metres above mean sea level 

(continuous). 

East-West East-westness = sine of aspect in degrees. 

Gives the direction the slope is facing in 

decimal fractions (continuous) from East 
http://webl.ca 

to West. 
petown.gov .za/ 

web 1 / opendata 
North-South N orth-southness = cosine of aspect in 

portal/AllDatas 
degrees. Gives the direction the slope is 

ets 
facing in decimal fractions (continuous) 

from North to South. 

Roughness Surface texture (continuous). 

TPI (Topographic A continuous index indicating the 

Position Index) relative height along a hillside slope. 
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Vegetation types A categorical variable ( 8 levels) with 

different values assigned to different 

vegetation types. 

Vegetation A categorical variable ( 8 levels) with 

subtypes different values assigned to different 

vegetation subtypes. 

Vegetation A categorical variable ( 8 levels) with 

communities different values assigned to different 

vegetation communities. 

Wetland types A categorical variable (5 levels) with 

different values assigned to different type 

of wetlands. 

Wetland Area Also, a continuous variable giving the 

wetland area in each grid cell 

(irrespective of the wetland type). 

Summer Solar Mean maximum estimation of solar 

radiation radiation during the warmest months https: //grass.as 

(continuous). geo.org/grass72 

Winter Solar Mean minimum estimation of solar /manuals /r .sun. 

Radiation radiation during the coldest months html 

(continuous). 

Mean Summer Mean maximum temperature during the South African 

temperature warmest months in °C (continuous). Environmental 

Mean Winter Mean minimum temperature during the 
Observation 

temperature coldest months in °C (continuous). 
Network 

(SAEON) 
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Chapter 3 - Species Abundance and Distribution 

Models 

3.1 Introduction 

Species data that describe the distribution of a species can be grouped in three 

broad types; presence-only data, presence-absence data and abundance data 

(Franklin, 2010). The class of species data available direct the types of modelling 

algorithm appropriate to use. This chapter reviews the different analytical tools 

that I will use to address the goals of this study. This primarily covers two areas: 

Species Abundance Model (SAM) - used to investigate if the factors 

determining the presence of A. lightfooti also determine the species density 

pattern inside its range using the density and absence data described under 

Section 2.2. The SAM is also used to produce the first peninsula wide 

population density map of A. lightfooti. 

Ensemble of Species Distribution Models (SDMs) - used to produce a 

habitat suitability map based on opportunistically collected occurrence data 

described under Section 2.3. 

3.2 Species Abundance Models 

Species Abundance Models (SAMs) are species distribution models built from 

count data. Response variables in ecological datasets often have a substantial 

proportion of zeros and a substantial positive skewness for non-zero values 

(Martin et al., 2005). Excess zeroes make the probability of the outcomes at zero 

inconsistent with baseline models such as Poisson and Negative Binomial GLMS 

(Ridout et al., 1998). The study of rare species often leads to the collection and 

analysis of data with a high frequency of zeroes (Fletcher et al., 2005; Martin et 

al., 2005). These types of data are often referred to as being zero-inflated. I 
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conducted a literature review, and several approaches have been suggested for the 

analysis of this kind of data: 

1. Fit a generalized linear model, whereby the random variable is 

modelled using a Poisson or Negative Binomial distribution. 

However, in both these cases, the zero values and the positive 

values are modelled using the same distribution which often leads to 

a poor fit to ecological data (Welsh et al., 1996) 

2. Moreover ecological data often contain more zeroes than one would 

expect under Poisson or Negative Binomial distribution. Lambert 

(1992) suggested a zero-inflated model in which these extra zeros 

can be modelled as an additional process. It assumes that the zeros 

come from two different generating processes. However, in this case, 

the model does not neatly separate the processes that generate the 

zeros and positive values. 

3. Mullahy (1986) proposed a 'Hurdle Model', where one assumes a 

separate process that generates zeros versus the positive values and 

then another process determines the magnitude of the non-zero 

values. In particular, a hurdle model combines a dichotomous

outcomes model and a truncated count model. It is also known as a 

two-part model that separately models the occurrence of a zero 

value and the positive abundances. 

The last of these approaches has been used in fields from political sciences (King, 

1989) to fisheries (Stefansson, 1996). The idea underlying the hurdle formulation 

is that a binomial probability model governs the binary outcome whether a count 

variate has a zero or a positive realization. If the realization is positive the 

'hurdle' is crossed, and the conditional distribution of the positives is governed by 

a truncated-at-zero count data model" (Mullahy, 1986). Therefore, there are two 
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types of distributions where one deals with the zeros while the other one deals 

with the non-zero counts. 

In an ecological setting, Welsh et al. (1996) called this a conditional model and 

suggested a Poisson or Negative Binomial distribution for the positive 

abundances, while Stefansson (1996) proposed the use of a lognormal or gamma 

distribution for the positive values. Expression for the likelihood showing that this 

type of model contains two different components corresponding to the two models 

being fitted is given by both Stefansson (1996) and Welsh et al. (1996). 

My goal was to understand the drivers of occurrence and density of the A. 

lightfooti and one major advantage of hurdle models is that the two parts of the 

model can be modelled using different sets of explanatory variables, which allows 

researchers to gain insight into whether they are influenced by the covariates in 

different ways (Fletcher et al., 2005). 

Thus, in this study the hurdle model is used to model the density and absence 

data (see Section 2.2). A GLM approach as described in section 3.3.1 is used with 

a logistic regression model for the first part of the model, relating the log odds 

with the environmental variables and a gamma regression model for the positive 

values. 

3.2.1 The Hurdle Model 

The following definition of the hurdle model is based on Winkelmann (2008). Let 

be the probability mass distribution of the binary part of the hurdle 

model. Let be a of the second process of it. The the hurdle model is 

then given by: 
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In the probability mass function of the hurdle-at-zero model, is the 

probability that an outcome crosses the hurdle. If the outcome is positive, the 

hurdle is crossed with the probability is a normalization. It 

indicates the truncation of the model at zero value (Cameron and Trivedi, 2013). 

The expected value of the hurdle model is determined by the probability of 

response outcomes at zero and by the density of the zero-truncated model 

(Winkelmann, 2008): 

where denotes the expectation with respect to and In 

contrast to the zero-truncated model, the expected value of the hurdle model 

differs by a constant (Winkelmann, 2008; Cameron and 

Trivedi, 2013). In cases with excess zeroes, this constant will be less than 1. 

Consequently, the expected value of the hurdle model will be lower than the 

expected value of the baseline model (Saffari et al., 2012). In this way, the hurdle 

model handles the problem of over dispersion. 

The variance of the hurdle model described by Cameron and Trivedi (2013) is: 

The binary part of the hurdle model in this study is modelled using a binomial 

GLM. The probability mass function of the binomial distribution is given by: 
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For 

estimates), 

(where 

, with 

in this study is the total number of density 

and 

This thesis focuses on hurdle models with continuous data with density estimates 

as the response variable. The hurdle model is transformed into a Gamma Hurdle 

Model (GHM) by stating, follows a Gamma distribution. Using the 

notation of Wackerly et al. (2008), is defined such that: 

where is the shape parameter and is the 

shape parameter. and 

It leads to the response variable in G HM having the distribution: 

where Adapted from Rigby and Stasinopoulos (2009)but with 

changes in notations, the conditional expected value and variance of the hurdle 

model, derived from the general expression for the mean and variance given above 

are as follows: 

3.2.2 Assessing the performance of Hurdle Models 

As a measure of the performance of the hurdle model, in this study the AIC value 

was used. Akaike Information Criterion (AIC, Akaike, 1974) is a common 

criterion used for model evaluation. It works by penalizing model complexity, in 

the aim to rank models according to how well they balance the risks of overfitting 
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and underfitting (Hu, 2007). The AIC is defined as follows (Symonds and 

Moussalli, 2011): 

Here, is the maximised log-likelihood for a particular model and is the 

number of parameters in the model. The first term is a measure of fit; a measure 

of how closely the model fits the data. The second term is a penalty term because 

as more parameters are used, the better the model will be able to explain the 

data, even if the parameters are not related (Symonds and Moussalli, 2011). The 

AIC measure the relative goodness of fit of the models, but does not provide a 

measure of absolute goodness of fit (Langrock et al., 2012). In other words, if all 

models fit poorly, the model which fits the least poorly will be selected. The 

model with the smallest AIC value in the set is therefore the best model in the set 

(Hu, 2007). In this case the hurdle model with the smallest AIC value was 

considered as the best model. 

Other criteria that are used for model comparison are the Bayesian Information 

Criteria (BIC), which usually select the models with fewer parameters than the 

AIC (Sawa, 1978) and the Integrated Complete Likelihood (ICL) criterion 

proposed by Biernacki et al. (2000). 

3.3 Ensemble SDM 

Recent decades have witnessed a burst of interest in species distribution 

modelling (Franklin, 2010; Guisan et al., 2017). This has resulted from significant 

threats facing ecological systems, such as climate change and habitat destruction 

(Hefley and Hooten, 2016), which led to a growing need for describing, 

understanding and predicting the geographical distribution of biodiversity. 

Advances in Geographic Information Systems (GIS), Global Positioning System 

(GPS) and in statistical methods have given ecologists the opportunity to 

comprehend and estimate the species distributional areas based on the relation of 
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known species occurrences and environmental variables (Maggini, 2011; Peterson 

and Sober6n, 2012). 

SDMs relate the pattern of presences and absences to a set of variables thought to 

limit a species' distribution. Then, these relationships are used to project the 

species distribution in geographic space (Elith and Leathwick, 2009). The 

relationship that the SDMs describe is considered as a representation of the 

species niche. However, the niche concept is quite nebulous in the area of species 

distribution modelling (Sober6n, 2007). 

SDMs are built using a variety of statistical methods which vary in complexity as 

different models assume different occurrence-environmental relationship (Merow 

et al. , 2013b). The choice of model generally depends on the type and quality of 

biological and environmental data available (Elith and Graham, 2009). Figure 3.1 

below presents a typology of well-known species distribution models (Guisan and 

Zimmermann, 2000). With the different statistical algorithms available for 

modelling, recent studies have shown that disparities among different models 

structures can be very large, making model selection difficult (Guisan et al., 2017; 

Marmion et al., 2009). An alternative is to use an ensemble of models. 

The concept of ensemble modelling is to avoid selecting one single best model but 

instead to use a group of algorithms for inference (Marmion et al., 2009). The 

different resulting 'habitat suitability indexes' are then combined to get a single 

value per site (or 'grid cell'). In other words, the presence of a species might be 

well classified by some models and misclassified by others. Thus by making use of 

an ensemble model, one can reduce the predictive uncertainty of a single model 

by combining predictions (Grenouillet et al., 2011; Marmion et al., 2009). 

Marmion et al. (2009) investigated five different techniques of combining several 

modelling algorithms - mean all, median all, weighted average, median principal 

component analysis and 'best'. They identified the 'mean all' consensus method as 

one of the best approaches to building an ensemble SDM, whereby the arithmetic 
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mean of the predictions made by each model for a particular grid cell is computed 

to form the ensemble prediction map. A more detailed description of the other 

approaches can be found in Marmion et al. (2009). Moreover in order to reduce 

the variability between predictions among different SDMs, Capinha and Anastacio 

(2011) used an ensemble of species distribution models in the analysis of four 

invasive decapods species by averaging the predictions from eight individual 

models. 

Thus, in this study, an ensemble model is built from the opportunistically 

presence-only data (see Section 2.3) by computing the mean value of the whole 

predictions from 7 single SDMs. The models listed under grey backgrounds are 

algorithms used in this study and are described accordingly. 

Species Data for Species Distribution Models 

Presence and absence data consists of coordinates of the locations where the 

species of interest has been recorded and locations where the species has not been 

found ( Caceres and Legendre, 2009). A clear majority of species data that is 

available today consist of presence-only data (Azzurro et al., 2013) such as the 

opportunistically collected A. lightfooti presence records described in section 2.3. 

It is often the case due to time, financial constraints as well as to data collection 

procedures aiming at inventories instead of statistical analysis (Zaniewski et al., 

2002). 

However, in the unavailability of true absences (locations where a species is 

recorded as being absent), pseudo-absences can be alternatively used (Franklin, 

2010). Pseudo-absences are observations sampled from all locations where a 

presence was not observed (Phillips et al., 2009). Other than random selection, 

there are different ways of selecting pseudo-absences. Some studies have used 

weighted survey designs which assign bigger weights to locations 
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Species 
Distribution 

Models 

Niche Models 

Statistical 

Profile Methods 
(Climate envelope) 

BIOCLIM 

Domain 

Mahalanobis 
distance 

Regression 
Methods 

GLM (Generalized 
Linear Model) 

GAM (Generalized 
Additive Model) 

MARS (Multiple 
Adaptive 

Regression 
Splines) 

Classification 
Methods 

LDA (Linear 
Discriminant 

Analysis) 

FDA (Flexible 
Discriminant 

Analysis) 

CART/CTA 
(Classification 
Tree Analysis) 

Machine Learning 

ANN (Artificial 
Neural Network) 

RF (Random 
Forest) 

GBM (Generalized 
Boosting Model/ 

BRT (Boosted 
Regression Trees) 

MaXent 

GARP (Genetic 
Algorithms for Rule 

Production) 

Mechanistic Hybrid 

Other Ecological 
Models 

Figure 3.1 - SDM tree presenting a non-exhaustive list of species distribution models. Models listed 

under a grey background are algorithms used in the study. 
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where it is most unlikely to observe the species. Ltitolf et al. (2006) excluded 

locations where a species was documented to have historically existed from 

possible background locations. It is important to generate pseudo-absences as 

accurately as possible to correctly classify the conditions of absence locations 

which can lead to more accurate species distribution models (Chefaoui and Lobo, 

2008; Franklin, 2010). 

For purpose of this study, I followed guidelines proposed by Barbet-Massin et al. 

(2012) on how many pseudo-absences to be generated based on simulated species 

distributions. In the study they made use of seven different SDMs from regression 

techniques to classification and machine learning models and investigated the 

models' performance based on different sample sizes of presence and pseudo

absence points. The authors found that different SDM behaved differently 

regarding the different sample sizes used. Regression techniques performed best 

when a large number of pseudo-absences were used while for classification and 

machine learning techniques, the models' predictive accuracy were higher when 

few pseudo-absences or not more than the number of presences were used 

(Barbet-Massin et al., 2012). 

3.3.1 Generalized Linear Models (GLMs) 

In linear regression model, the aim is to explain how a response variable ( also 

referred to as dependent variable), Y, relates to one or more predictor variables 

( also called explanatory variables, independent variables or covariates), 
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where is the vector of estimated coefficients, and is an estimated constant 

known as the intercept. It is assumed that the error term, , is normally 

distributed with zero mean and constant variance, and the variance of Y is 

constant across observations (Franklin, 2010). Often these assumptions are not 

met when dealing with ecological data (Guisan et al., 2002). 

Generalized linear models (GLMs) are an extension of linear regression models 

that allow for non-constant variance structures in response variable (McCullagh 

and Nelder, 1989), for example, binary responses where there are only two 

possible outcomes. In the case where the response variable does not have a normal 

distribution, instead of transforming the response variable, GLMs uses a link 

function and then applies a linear model (McCullagh and Nelder , 1989) 

As many data in ecology are not Gaussian, there are other distributions that can 

be used to characterize the different type of response variable, such as Poisson, 

binomial, negative binomial and gamma (Guisan and Zimmermann, 2000). These 

are collectively referred to as the exponential family of distributions (Nelder and 

Wedderburn, 1972). For example, in the case where the response variable is 

binary (it can assume two states, dead or alive), it may be described by a 

binomial distribution. 

The linear model is then generalized using a link function which provides a 

transformation of the response variable, so that the transformed response is 

linearly related to the predictors and a variance function that defines how the 

variance of the response variable depends on its mean. Following notation from 

Franklin 2010, the generalized linear model can be expressed as: 

G 

where the predictor variables are combined to produce a linear 

predictor LP which is related to the expected value E(Y) of the response variable 

Y through a link function G(). Thus, formulating a generalized linear model for 
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SDM involves selecting a distribution for the response variable, a link function 

(together called the family of the GLM), the variance function and the predictor 

variables (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989; Nelder and Wedderburn, 1972). 

The link function defines the form of the relationship between the expected value 

of the response and the explanatory variables. The choice of the link function 

depends on the type of data. For example, if the response is in binary form, then a 

binomial distribution is used to characterize the response Y and the logit link is 

used (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989). In cases where the response is count data, a 

log link function is used. Species occurrence data often consist of presence and 

absence observations which is in binary form, consequently the logit link function 

is widely used in species distribution modelling (Pollock et al., 2014). Following 

notations from Franklin (2010), the logit link is: 

where - is the odds of success, is the probability of class 1 and 

is the probability of class 0. A log-odd of 0 means that both classes are equally 

likely. A GLM with a logit link is often called logistic regression (Hosmer Jr et al., 

2013). The coefficients of the predictors in a logistic regression model estimate 

the change in the log-odds of success per unit increase in the predictor variable 

(Bewick et al., 2005). estimates the factor by which the odds (of success) 

change per unit increase in the predictor variable. Predicted values from the LP 

are on the logit scale, so that an inverse transformation is needed to convert those 

logs of odds back to a probability. This can be done by inverting the above 

formula and solving for (Franklin 2010). 

The variance function, 

mean, giving: 

describes how the variance of Y depends on the 
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where is a scale (also known as dispersion) parameter. 

Moreover, non-linear responses can be modelled by including polynomial or other 

parametric transformations (Balakrishnan, 1991). The choice for the appropriate 

transformation can be identified through scatter plots of partial residuals. 

Parameter Estimation 

Various techniques are used to estimate the parameters of GLMs (Bolker et al., 

2009), but for this study Maximum Likelihood estimation is used. Scholz (2014) 

defines the likelihood function as the probability of the observed data given the 

assumed model, as a function of unknown parameters. Maximum likelihood 

estimation involves choosing those values of the parameters that maximize the 

likelihood (or equivalently, the log-likelihood), that is, the values which maximize 

the probability of occurrence of the observations are chosen (Pan and Fang, 2002). 

3.3.2 Generalized Additive Models (GAMs) 

Generalized additive models developed by Hastie and Tibshirani (1990) are a non

parametric extension of GLMs with a smoothing function. GAMs allow for an 

automated approach to identifying and describing non-linear relationships between 

predictors and response. GAMs are similar to GLMs as in both cases the 

probability distribution characterizing the type of response variable must be 

specified (Guisan et al., 2002; Miller, 2010). 

The formulation for the GAM can be written: 

where the coefficients of the GLM are replaced with non-parametric smoothing 

functions of the predictor variables, . The functions' shape is estimated 
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directly from the data. Generally it is a scatterplot smoothing function that 

attempts to capture important patterns in the data (Franklin, 2010; Hastie and 

Tibshirani, 1990). A number of scatterplot smoothers are available in GAMs, 

though here we focus on cubic smoothing splines. 

Cubic smoothing splines are the most commonly used, whereby the ordered 

dataset is divided at regular intervals of values, often referred as 'knots' (Guisan 

et al., 2017). The intervals between those knots are then represented by a 

collection of polynomials of degree no more than 3. Nevertheless, the number of 

knots and the degree of smoothing applied when fitting the curves need to be 

specified by the user or can be selected through cross-validation. GAMs (i.e. the 

smoothing function) can be fitted using the back fitting algorithm proposed by 

Hastie and Tibshirani (1990) which involves the iterative smoothing of partial 

residuals, with respect to the covariates that the smooth relates to (Hastie and 

Tibshirani, 1990). A more detailed description of the process can be found in 

Wood (2006). 

3.3.3 Classification Tree Analysis (CTA) 

Classification Tree Analysis also referred to as Classification and Regression Trees 

(CaRT) first introduced by Breiman et al. (1984), are tree-based model ideally 

suited for modelling ecological data that show complex and unbalanced 

characteristics. The basic idea behind this method is to repeatedly split the data 

into groups, so that observations that end up in the same group have similar 

responses (Breiman, 2017). Regression trees are used for numerical responses and 

classification tree for categorical responses respectively. 

The data are repeatedly split into mutually exclusive homogenous groups whereby 

each split (node) is defined by a simple rule based on a single explanatory 

variable. The rule for dividing the data is usually based on minimizing the 

classification error rate. The procedure is then applied to each individual group 

separately. The aim is to divide the response into homogenous groups but at the 
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same time keep the tree fairly small to avoid overfitting. The way that 

explanatory variables are used to form splits depend on their type. Splits that 

maximise the homogeneity of the two resulting groups are selected. The size of a 

tree is then determined by the number of final groups (Breiman, 2017). 

The approach that has proven to be most effective in building trees according to 

Breiman et al. (1984) is to 'grow' a large tree using a fairly liberal stopping 

criterion, for example, when the number of observations in each terminal node 

would fall below an established minimum. Then 'prune' the tree, that is, dropping 

internal nodes that contribute less towards the groups' homogeneity. Simpler trees 

are easier to understand and are less likely to over fit the data. 

3.3.4 Random Forest (RF) 

Random Forests (RFs) are an extension of Classification Trees proposed by 

Breiman (2001) in which a large number of de-correlated trees are built with 

random subsets of data but also each split in each tree is developed with a 

random subset of predictor variables. The trees are built to a maximum size 

without pruning and the resulting predictions are then averaged ( Cutler et al., 

2007; Franklin, 2010). By averaging over several trees, there is thus a significant 

lower risk of overfitting. 

Cutler et al. (2007) review the procedure beginning with the selection of many 

bootstrapped sample of the data, where all random subsets have the same number 

of data points and each data points has the same probability of being selected. 

Then a classification tree is fitted to each bootstrapped sample. However, trees 

produced using bootstrapped samples are highly correlated, thus each node is split 

using a random subset of predictor variables. It thus reduces the bias of having a 

very significant covariate that would make all trees look similar. 

Part of the data used to calibrate the model is called the 'training' data and part 

of the data that is not used to build trees is referred to as 'out-of-bag' data 
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(Cutler et al., 2007; Liaw and Wiener, 2002). Then the fully-grown trees are used 

to predict those 'out-of-bag' data points and to estimate model errors and 

accuracies (Cutler et al., 2007; Franklin, 2010). 

3.3.5 Generalized Boosting Models (GBMs) 

Also known as Boosted Regression Trees (BRTs), GBMs combines the strength of 

two algorithms: Regression trees and boosting (Elith et al., 2008). Like Random 

Forests, the general idea is to fit repeatedly many simple trees to improve the 

accuracy of the model (Guisan et al., 2017). One difference among those two 

methods is the way data is selected to build the trees. 

Using Random forest, each data point has an equal probability of being selected in 

subsequent samples. GBMs uses boosting, whereby very simple trees are built and 

for each new tree the input data are weighted in such a way that data that were 

poorly modelled by previous trees has a higher probability of being selected in the 

new tree (Elith et al., 2008; Franklin, 2010). The model continuously tries to 

improve its accuracy by sequentially fitting trees to the training data and taking 

into considering errors from previous trees that are built (De'Ath, 2007). 

Elith et al. (2008) describes two parameters that need to be specified by users: 

Tree complexity: this controls the number of splits in each tree. 

Learning rate: also known as the shrinkage parameter, determines the 

contribution of each tree to the growing model. 

GBMs are robust algorithms that work well with large datasets. They can be used 

with a variety of response types (Franklin, 2010). 
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3.3.6 Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) 

The concept of Artificial neural networks were first developed in 1943 (McCulloch 

and Pitts, 1943), inspired by biological neural networks, in particular the human 

brain (Franklin, 2010). ANN is another machine learning algorithm, which just 

like the brain consists of a large number of connections and nodes instead of 

neurons (Abraham, 2005). Neural networks refer to a wide collection of models, 

but the most extensively used in ecology is the single hidden layer back

propagation network which is described here in this section (Lek and Guegan, 

1999). 

These artificial neurons or nodes are organised in layers: an input, a hidden and 

an output layer, all connected by weights (Abraham, 2005). These weights are a 

result of the relationship strength between layers and their components. The 

input layer consists of the predictor variables where each node represents one 

environmental variable. The nodes in the input layer are connected to one or 

more nodes in the hidden layer through weighted connections based on their 

importance. These weights, initially randomised, are adjusted and optimized by 

the model in subsequent runs through the back-propagation algorithm (Abraham, 

2005; Gevrey et al., 2003; Lek and Guegan, 1999). 

Each node in the hidden layer consists of a combination of predictor variables 

which have been multiplied by the weight of the connection and summed. The 

weighted sums in each of the hidden layer nodes are scaled by a non-linear 

'activation function'. Similarly, the connections between the hidden layer and 

output are also weighted. Thus, the response variable or output in neural network 

terminology is the result of the weighted sum of the hidden nodes. This is done a 

number of times and in several blocks, which give different outputs, because the 

weights are initially randomized. 

The neural network learns the right weights by computing the error between the 

model's prediction and the target outcomes through the back-propagation process. 
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A more detailed description of the latter can be found in Riedmiller and Braun 

(1993). A pass through the back-propagation process with the weights updated 

after each pass is referred to as a cycle or epoch. Training is carried out 

repeatedly with weights being updated at the end of every cycle, until the model 

converges (Goh, 1995). 

In this study, to implement the algorithm, two parameters are specified: 

The number of units in the hidden layer (size). 

The weight decay; which serve as a penalty for complexity and avoid 

overfitting. 

The optimal size of the hidden layer and weight decay are selected using a cross

validation procedure. 

3.3. 7 Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt) 

First introduced by Phillips et al. (2004), MaxEnt is a machine learning technique 

that estimates from presence data, a species' geographic distribution by finding 

the probability distribution with maximum entropy subject to a set of constraints 

(Phillips et al., 2006). 

Theoretically, MaxEnt differentiates between observed presence data ( ) to 

the available environment within the study area. Following Elith et al.2011, we 

denote z as a vector of environmental variables and background as the all 

locations within the landscape of interest. is thus defined as the probability 

density that characterizes the available environment within the study area and 

as the probability density that characterizes the environment across locations 

within the study area, where the species occurs. MaxEnt then estimates the ratio 

which gives the relative environmental suitability for presence of a 

species for each location within the landscape. 
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It does this by generating all possible distributions of 

that maximises the similarity to This distance from 

but chooses the one 

is considered as the 

relative entropy of with respect to . In fact, is seen as a null model 

for , as without presence data there would be no basis to expect species to 

prefer any specific environmental condition. Thus, one would predict that the 

species occupies environmental conditions proportionately to their availability 

within the landscape of interest. 

Moreover, the relationship between and the environmental variables are 

subject to a set of constraints. Constraints are enforced to ensure that the result is 

one that reflects the characteristics of the locations where the species has been 

observed. Taking winter temperature as an example, then constraints ensures that 

the mean winter temperature of the estimated probability density is close to 

its mean across locations where the species was observed. 

Similar to regression-based approaches where splines, linear or quadratic terms are 

used to better fit the relationship between occurrence data and environmental 

variables, Max.Ent offers different ways of modelling the relationship between 

and the environmental variables. These transformations of the 

environmental variables are known as features, which here also allows complex 

relationships to be modelled. There are six feature classes: linear, quadratic, hinge, 

product, threshold and categorical (see Elith et al., 2011). 

To avoid overfitting Max.Ent makes use of a regularization parameter for each 

feature which estimates how close the expected value should be to the observed 

value. In other words, instead of fitting the model using exact constraints of the 

environmental variable, such as the mean winter temperature, it takes into 

consideration the confidence interval around the constraints. Rather than being 

treated like goals, constraints only have to be respected. 
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3.3.8 Assessing model performances 

If independent data are not available, a commonly used approach in species 

distribution modelling is to partition the data into one portion used to fit the 

model and the other portion to validate the predictions (Guisan and 

Zimmermann, 2000) . Therefore, in this study, a k-fold cross validation technique 

is used. 

As described by Stockwell (1992) the k-fold cross validation procedure consists of: 

(1) The data set is partitioned into k equally sized randomly selected subsamples, 

(2) one subsample is excluded and the model is trained with the other k-1 

subsamples. (3) The model is then tested on the excluded subsample, (4) the steps 

two to three are then repeated, excluding a different subsample each time. (5) 

The estimate of the model accuracy is then computed from the mean of the tested 

samples. What to do with these testing data? 

To evaluate and compare the performance of the different species distribution 

models used in this study, each model was assessed using the area under the 

receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, known as the AUC (Peterson et 

al., 2008). 

Most species distribution modelling methods return a probability of species 

occurrence (Franklin, 2010). The models input variable is a binary 

presence/absence indicator, thus to compare those model predictions to test data, 

one needs to transform those continuous predictions to a categorical one 

(presence/absence) based on a threshold probability value (Manel et al., 2001). 

The threshold probability is the probability value above which a prediction is 

considered to be positive (Franklin, 2010). The comparison between the 

categorical predictions with the test dataset can be summarised in a confusion 

matrix. However, the conversion from the probability of species occurrence to a 

binary output depends on a threshold which is based on subjectivity. 
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The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve is a threshold 

independent measure and is thus used in this study. The ROC curve plots the 

proportion of true positives against the proportion of false positives (false 

identification) across all possible thresholds between O and 1 (Jimenez-Valverde, 

2012; Lobo et al., 2008). The AUC is then computed by summing the area under 

the ROC curve, which ranges from 0.5 to 1 (Franklin, 2010). The closer the ROC 

curve follows the y-axis, the larger the area under the curve and thus the more 

accurate the model. A model is considered to perform better than random when 

the AUC is higher than 0.5 (Hanley and McNeil, 1982; Roura-Pascual et al., 2009; 

Soberon and Peterson, 2005). 

3.4 Key SDM and SAM Assumptions 

One essential assumption described by Elith and Leathwick (2009) that needed to 

be taken into consideration before making any inferences, are that species are at 

equilibrium with their environment. In other words, the suitable habitat of the 

species is fully occupied. Although this is a required assumption for projecting the 

model in space or time, a few critical considerations have been raised in the recent 

literature on how close a given modelled system is to an equilibrium (Araujo et 

al., 2005). In many cases, a species is not found in an area with potentially 

suitable habitat because of dispersal limitation and species distribution or 

abundance models tend to ignore such parameter. 
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Chapter 4 - Are the same factors 

distribution of A. lightfooti also 

density where it occurs? 

4.1 Introduction 

affecting the 

affecting the 

It has been long recognized that the abundance and distribution of a species are 

closely interrelated (Brown, 1984). Species distributions are often limited by 

environmental factors and several studies suggest that abundance should be 

highest where the environment is most favourable for the species (Ehrlen and 

Morris, 2015; Hanski, 1993; Heino, 2005). But, do the same environmental factors 

determine presence and abundance patterns inside the range? I examined this 

question using statistically rigorous estimates of the Arthroleptella lightfooti 

population density across its entire range. 

Species distribution models have largely been used to describe species occurrence 

patterns whereas abundance models are less common, often due to the lack of data 

on spatial variation in abundance within the species distribution (Sagarin et al., 

2006). Consequently inferences on species habitat preferences were originally 

drawn on simplistic assumptions about species distribution (Sagarin et al., 2006). 

However, two distinct characteristics of abundance data in ecology are their 

tendency to contain many zero values (Howard et al., 2014) and having a skewed 

distribution (Fletcher et al., 2005). When the number of zeroes, that is absences, 

is very large and the data do not follow standard statistical distributions, such 

dataset are said to be zero-inflated (Heilbron, 1994). For example, the study of 

rare organisms will often lead to the collection and analysis of data with a high 

number of zeroes (Welsh et al., 1996). There are several approaches developed to 

tackle the problem of excessive number of zeroes. Cragg (1971) proposed the 

hurdle model, which separately models the occurrence of a zero value (i.e. absence 

in this case) and the positive abundances (Buntin and Zaslavsky, 2004). 
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Using hurdle models, the aim of the study is to gain insight into whether the two 

processes, that is, the distribution and relative abundance patterns of the A. 

lightfooti are governed by the same environmental factors. I conducted a 

literature review and found that in Africa, changes in amphibian densities were 

mostly attributed to habitat and climate change (Hirschfeld et al., 2016; Measey 

and Tolley, 2011). Although inhabiting a largely protected area, A. lightfooti also 

faces these major threats, including the invasion of alien plants and frequent and 

intense fires (Measey and Tolley, 2011). Taking these findings into consideration, 

the next section will present the hypotheses developed and provide the research 

model that will be used in the study. 

4.2 Hypotheses and Research model 

With the increasing number of research being conducted, it is hard to argue that 

environmental gradients do not play an important role in species distribution and 

abundance. However, information pertaining to rare or cryptic species is not easily 

available and thus making it hard to examine the relation between these species 

and the environment. For example, information pertaining to its population 

density of the Cape Peninsula moss frog (A. lightfooti) - were previously 

unavailable before the advent of the aSCR (see Section 1.2.3). The hypotheses 

developed in this section are therefore derived from what is known to affect 

amphibians' distribution and abundance in order to fit that research gap apropos 

the A. lightfooti population density. The five hypotheses and research model are 

listed below (a description of the variables used can be found in section 2.4): 

A: Climate. One of the causes of amphibians declines is related to climate change 

(Beebee and Griffiths, 2005; Corn, 2005). Amphibians are ectotherms, meaning 

that their body temperature is determined by the temperature of the environment 

(Raske et al., 2012). It is known that southern African frogs are most active when 

the surrounding temperature is 20-30°C (Navas et al., 2013; Loveridge, 1976; 
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Channing, 2004). Studies carried out by Measey et al. (2017) on the calling 

behaviour of the male A.lightfooti suggest that these small moss frogs showed 

strong seasonality in calling ecology. The breeding season is in the southern 

hemisphere winter, which is the rainy season in the south-western Cape. Using the 

A. lightfooti population density we investigate if high solar radiation during 

winter influences the population density of this species where it occurs. Moreover, 

we examine if there were an optimum temperature preferred by the species by 

including a quadratic term for temperature. We also investigate if these factors 

have the same influence on its distribution. 

Structure - Minimum Winter Temperature + (Minimum Winter Temperature )2 

+ Winter Solar Radiation 

B. Topography. The A. lightfooti moss frog is known to be distributed across the 

Cape Peninsula and occurs in variable forms of terrain (Minter, 2004). Suitable 

habitat for this species is often widely dispersed in a large matrix of unsuitable 

habitat (Turner and Channing, 2017). We thus investigate if the factors (such as 

slope and slope-Aspect) affecting its distribution have the same impact on its 

density. 

Structure - EastWest + NorthSouth + Slope 

C. Vegetation. The A. lightfooti are mostly associated with moss which can be 

distinguished under certain vegetation types (Measey et al., 2017; Du Preez, 

2015), with the available population densities we can now investigate how the 

different types of vegetation mostly found across the Cape Peninsula influences 

the population densities of the species where is occurs. 

Structure - I(Hangklip Sand Fynbos) + !(Peninsula Sandstone Fynbos) 

+ !(Other) 

Where I(.) indicates an indicator function. 
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D. Wet land. This species of frog is not found in open water but is mostly 

associated with moist terrestrial micro-habitats such as seepages, both in open 

fynbos and steep slopes ( Channing, 2004). This small ectotherm is especially 

vulnerable to dehydration and therefore requires moist habitats (Channing, 2004). 

With breeding commencing with winter rains, the lightfoot's moss frog tadpoles 

develop in damp terrestrial nest (Channing, 2001; Du Preez, 2015; Measey et al., 

2017). Thus we would expect higher population densities associated with large 

wetland areas (e.g. hill's slope seepages and floodplains). Thus, we want to 

investigate if the proportion of wetland present where the species occur affects 

their population density. 

Structure - Wetland area 

E. Null Model. The study aims at looking at the different factors mentioned above 

together with the possibility of perhaps having other factors influencing the 

distribution and abundance of those species. As a comparison to other models that 

do include independent variables, a null model is included (Harvey et al., 1983). I 

included a null model which looks at patterns that might arise through chance and 

in absence of ecological processes that have not been thought of or have any 

available environmental data. 

Structure - 1 

4.3 The Data 

The data used in the chapter consist of the density data obtained from Louw 

(2018) and a detailed description of the data is given in Section 2.2. I was 

interested in understanding how and why density varies in space. Thus, sites that 

were visited more than once were omitted and only the most recent estimates 

were kept for analysis giving a total of 167 sites, each visited once. 89 of those 
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sites have an associated density estimate and standard error, while at the 

remaining 78 sites, the species was observed as being absent. 

The subset of data considered in the study in order to address the ecological 

questions consists of eight environmental variables (see section 2.4), grouped 

under the four hypotheses mentioned in the previous section. Environmental data 

at each site were extracted from a 30x30m grid-map. The response variable is the 

estimated population density of the lightfoot's moss frog (individuals/m2
). The 

explanatory variables were: mean minimum winter temperature, winter solar 

radiation, slope aspect ( east west and northsouth), slope, vegetation types 

(hangklip sand fynbos, Peninsula sandstone fynbos and others) and wetland area 

(m2). 

4.4 The Hurdle Model Analysis 

The analysis consisted of three stages. The first involved dividing the 167 data 

points into two datasets: one indicating whether A. lightfooti was present or not 

at each site, which therefore consists of 89 presences and 78 absences represented 

by ls and Os. The second dataset contains the population density estimates 

together with the associated standard errors for those sites where the frog was 

present. These two datasets are referred to as 'presence/absence data' and the 

'density data', respectively. The density dataset contained fewer observations than 

the presence data, as it excluded those sites where A. lightfooti was absent. 

Before fitting the hurdle model to the data, appropriate distribution to model the 

continuous positive density data need to be found. The lognormal and gamma 

distributions have been predominantly used to model continuous positive data 

since they rise sharply around zero and are strictly positive (Young and Young, 

2013) and are therefore considered in the study. All statistical procedures were 

conducted using R, version 3.5.1 (R Development Core Team, 2017). Each of the 

parametric distributions were fitted to the density dataset, one at a time using the 
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fitdistr function in the R MASS package (Ripley et al., 2013), in order to elect 

the distribution giving the closest fit to the data. The distribution parameters are 

estimated using the maximum likelihood approach. The distributions were then 

evaluated graphically and compared using Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). 

Correlation values were determined between all continuous predictor variables 

using Spearman's Rho (Gautheir, 2001). Severe collinearity among predictors 

causes coefficient estimates to be highly unstable, making the estimates very 

sensitive to minor changes in the model and thus difficult to interpret. The output 

from a Spearman's test ranges from 1 to -1, where a value of one indicates a 

perfect positive correlation between two variables, a value of negative one 

indicates a perfect negative correlation and a value of zero indicates that no 

discernible relationship exists. 

The second stage consisted of fitting a hurdle model to the data where the 

presence/absence data is modelled using logistic regression and the density data is 

separately modelled using gamma regression. To investigate the five hypotheses 

mentioned in section 3.2, five model structures were formulated where both the 

presence/absence data and the density data were modelled in terms of the 

explanatory variables. The analysis in this chapter is meant to test these a-priori 

hypotheses and not necessarily find a model that fits this particular dataset best. 

For the presence data, logistic regression models from the R package stats was 

used to fit the models adopting the logit link function. The presence data being 

the response variable coded as 1 for a presence and 0 for an absence and the total 

sample size was 189. Secondly, the mean density of calling animals (i.e. the 

dependent variable) was modelled as having a gamma distribution, using a log link 

function to relate the mean to a linear combination of the predictors, which in 

turn varied for each of the five models presented in section 4.2 ( e.g. mean 

minimum winter temperature and winter solar radiation for the climatic model). 
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The sample size used for the density data analysis consisted of 89 density 

estimates. 

Moreover, data points that are estimated from an auxiliary analysis are often 

accompanied with a degree of uncertainty. Modelling these data points without 

propagating the uncertainty, one is assuming that each data point provides 

equally precise information about the deterministic part of the process variation 

(Goodchild, 1993; Herron, 1999). In other words, one is assuming that the 

standard deviation of the error term is constant over all values of the predictor 

variable leading to deceptive estimates that overstates precision. Thus, in order to 

account for the uncertainties associated with the density estimates in this study, a 

weight was assigned to each observation with values in 'weights' being inversely 

proportional to the coefficient of variation1 • Thus, an estimate with a large 

standard of error will be assigned a smaller weight when fitting the model. A total 

of five logistic regression models and five log-linear models were fitted, 

representing the five hypotheses outlined in section 4.2. 

The models' performances were then compared using AIC. In the case of hurdle 

models, where the two mechanisms are assumed to be conditionally independent, 

the AIC of the models are obtained by computing the sum of the AIC value of the 

two separate independent model parts, that is, models constructed using 

presence/absence data and density data (refer to section 3.2). The best hurdle 

model is the one with the lowest gross AIC. 

The third stage involved combining the final best models for the presence and 

abundance data to predict the expected density of the Lightfoot's moss frog as 

follows. Let Y be the density of A. lightfooti and Z be a binary variable, equal to 

one when the frog is present and zero otherwise. The expected value of Y at a 

specific site is given by (derived from section 3.2.1): 

1 Each calling animal density estimate had an associated standard error which was used to 

calculate a coefficient of variance. 
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where and . A natural estimate of the expected density 

of A. ligbtfooti is given by: 

and are the estimates of and obtained from the two regression models. 

Advances in statistical methodology allow the construction of highly accurate 

approximate confidence intervals, even for very complicated probability models 

and intricate data structures (DiCiccio and Efron, 1996). Thus, in this thesis, a 

confidence interval for the expected population density of the lightfoot's moss frog 

was obtained using non-parametric bootstrapping (Davison and Hinkley, 1997). 

The procedure involves resampling with replacement from the original sample 

data, fitting the best hurdle model and hence generating 'n' alternative values 

of Repeating this B times - we get B vectors of length 'n' stored in a 

matrix. We then sorted each vector of the predicted values and then got the 

quantiles for the confidence interval. There are a number of options for using the 

bootstrap sample of values to produce confidence interval (Davison and 

Hinkley, 1997): we choose to construct a Basic Percentile 95% confidence interval 

from 1000 bootstrap samples. 
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4.5 Results 
The gamma distribution provided a better fit to the data on light foot 's moss frog 

densities than the lognormal distribution (Figure 4.1) . 
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Figure 4.1 - Density plot of each fitted distribution with the histogram of population density data. 

The gamma distribution was also selected by the AIC as the best performing 

distribution, with a difference in AIC scores of 18.32. Therefore, the latter was 

used to model the second component of the hurdle model. For each of the 

hypotheses formulated, two-part models were fitted . That is, the first part 

consisted of modelling of the species were present or not and the second part 

modelled the abundance of the species given its presence in terms of the 

explanatory variables expressed under the five hypotheses. I fitted five part model 

each to the presence/ absence and density data and combined them to form 25 

complete hurdle models by adding the AIC values from the two separate models 

(Table 4.1). 
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226.07 225.59 228.24 208.06 232.79 

69.683 295.75 295.27 297.92 277.74 302.47 

69.854 295.92 295.44 298.09 277.91 302.64 

68.079 294.15 293.67 296.32 276.14 300.87 

66.517 292.59 292.11 294.76 274.57 299.31 

64.715 290.79 290.31 292.96 272.78 297.5 

Table 4.1 - AIC values scored by the two separate components of the Hurdle model and the final 

AIC values of the Hurdle model. A, B, C, D and E are the five model Structures specified for each 

hypothesis. The hurdle model formed from climate variables 'A' for both presence/absence and 

density components is denoted as 'AA', while a presence/absence component using topographic 

variables 'B' combined with a density component using vegetation variables 'C' is denoted as 'BC'. 

Density 

Model 

A 

Climate 

B 

Topographic 

C 

Vegetation 

D 

Wetland 

E 

Null Model 

Presence A 

Model Climate 

AIC 

B C D 

Topographic Vegetation Wet land 

E 

Null 

Model 

The hurdle model 'DE' with the null model fitted to the abundance data and the 

wetland model fitted to the presence data had the lowest AIC among the models. 

However, the AIC value for model 'DD' was not much higher, therefore the AIC 

is computed, that is, the difference in AIC between each hurdle models and the 

best. We then also looked at the Akaike Weights, ( Anderson et al., 2001), 

which are interpreted as strength of evidence for a particular model to be the 

best, relative to other models formed (Burnham and Anderson, 2003). Those 

results are summarized in Table 4.2. 
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277.75 8 295.75 22.98 <0.001 

277.92 8 295.92 23.15 <0.001 

278.14 7 294.15 21.38 <0.001 

278.58 6 292.59 19.81 <0.001 

278.78 5 290.79 18.01 <0.001 

277.27 8 295.27 22.50 <0.001 

277.44 8 295.44 22.67 <0.001 

277.67 7 293.67 20.90 <0.001 

278.1 6 292.11 19.33 <0.001 

278.3 5 290.31 17.53 <0.001 

291.92 7 297.92 25.15 <0.001 

282.09 7 298.09 25.32 <0.001 

282.32 6 296.32 23.55 <0.001 

282.75 5 294.76 21.98 <0.001 

282.95 4 292.96 20.18 <0.001 

263.74 6 277.74 4.97 0.048 

263.91 6 277.91 5.14 0.044 

264.17 5 276.14 3.37 0.106 

264.57 4 274.57 1.80 0.232 

264.77 3 272.78 0 0.571 
290.47 5 302.47 29.70 <0.001 

290.64 5 302.64 29.87 <0.001 

290.86 4 300.87 28.10 <0.001 

291.30 3 299.31 26.54 <0.001 

291.5 2 297.5 24.73 <0.001 

Table 4.2 - Results of AIC analysis of 25 competing models. Number of parameters including 

constant (K), -2 log likelihood scores (-2LL), AIC scores, differences among AIC scores-

, and AIC weights (W;) - representing the relative likelihood of each model. 

Model -2LL K AIC AIC w i 

AA 

AB 

AC 

AD 

AE 

BA 

BB 

BC 

BD 

BE 

CA 

CB 

c c 

CD 

CE 

DA 

DB 

DC 

DD 

DE 

EA 

EB 

EC 

ED 

EE 
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Looking at AIC makes it clear that model 'DE' and 'DD' are close competitors 

for being the best model in the set. It is convenient to then look at the Akaike 

weights to have a better idea on the overall performance of the models over the 

whole set. Model 'DE' has 57.1% of the total weight and model 'DD' has 23.2%. 

Of the five a priori hypotheses tested for A. lightfooti occurrence, the wetland 

model had the greatest support, with estimated coefficients suggesting that a lm2 

increase in wetland area increases the odds of finding the species by 

However, although occurrence of A. lightfaoti was more likely at high levels of 

wetlands, density of A . lightfooti decreased with increasing wetland area (per m 2
), 

suggesting that the factors driving those two processes might differ. 

When investigating the topographic hypothesis, although this species is more 

likely to occur on east facing slopes, they are more inclined to occur at higher 

densities on steeper and west facing slopes. Similarly, under the vegetation model, 

the lightfoot ' s moss frog is less likely to occur under other type of vegetation but 

when found there they occur at higher densities; further suggesting that processes 

influencing occurrence and density were dissimilar. 

There is clear evidence that of the five a priori hypotheses tested for A. lightfooti 

occurrence, the wetland model had the greatest support whereas the null model 

was the most parsimonious describing A . lightfooti density. Thus, the two model 

emerge as the best hurdle model and are combined to give the expected lightfoot's 

moss frog abundance, together with bootstrap-based confidence limits. Figure 3.2 

shows how the results of the two models are combined. Using the bootstrap 

samples that were generated to calculate 95% CI, we estimated the bias in 

expected abundance of the lightfoot 's moss frog for the range of wetland area 

shown in Figure 3.2. 
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2.611 2.955 5.558 1.184 

-0.783 0.817 -0.835 0.331 

0.038 0.056 0.065 0.023 

0.0004 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001 

0.738 0.274 3.699 0.115 

0.760 0.272 -0.371 0.128 

0.119 0.286 0.304 0.129 

-2.062 0.840 0.511 0.544 

-1.386 0.791 2.962 1.186 

0.951 0.880 1.195 1.199 

1.746 0.811 0.636 1.190 

-0.289 0.179 3.867 0.101 

0.004 0.001 -0.0005 0.0003 

0.132 0.155 3.7530 0.081 

Table 4.3 - Estimates and standard errors of the coefficients for the explanatory variables of interest 

in the ten logistic and gamma regression models. A, B, C , D and E relates to the five model 

structures specified for each hypothesis. 

Presence model Density model 

Model Parameters Estimate SE Estimate SE 

A Intercept 

Winter Temp 

Winter Temp2 

Solar Rad 

B Intercept 

Eastwest 

NorthSouth 

Slope 

C Intercept 

Vegtype 11 

Vegtype 16 

D Intercept 

Wetland area 

E Intercept 
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Figure 4.2 - Estimates of (a) probability of presence, (b) expected abundance given presence and (c) 

expected abundance of A.lightfooti (dashed lines are 95% confidence limits) , plotted against area of 

wetland. The predictions are for wetland area ranging from 0 to 900 m 2 and thus abundance is 

measured in population density per m 2 • 

4.5 Discussion 

It has been long recognized that the abundance and distribution of a species are 

closely related (Brown, 1984). With no quantitative information on the abundance 

of a species, ecological hypotheses on species abundance were drawn on mere 

assumptions about the species distribution (Sagarin et al., 2006). One such 

assumption is that the same environmental factors that determine species 

occurrence also determines abundance patterns inside the range (Brown, 1984; 

Gaston et al., 2000). In this chapter, I tested the ability of five model structures 

to describe occurrence and density of A. lightfooti across their entire range. The 

model structures represented a-priori hypotheses about the factors that 

potentially drive the frogs' distribution and the goal of this chapter was to 

examine whether the same factors drive occurrence and density of this species. 
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It was found that the variables explaining variation in occurrence were not always 

those explaining variation in density. The environmental conditions examined, 

although predictive of occurrence, were generally poor predictors of A. lightfooti 

across all ranges of density. Presence of the Lightfoot 's moss frog was largely 

explained by topographic and wetland variables. In contrast, predictions of 

density were only weakly related to these same environmental factors and in some 

cases with opposite sign. Basically, it appeared that unmeasured factors were 

largely moulding observed patterns of A. lightfooti population density. Likewise in 

their study on bracken fern trees, Nielsen et al. {2005) found similar contradicting 

results which they attributed to unmeasured factors such as life and site history, 

that ultimately determine abundance, once occupancy was established. 

For instance, even though its' habitat is largely protected, the spread of alien 

vegetation can change microhabitats used by A. lightfooti and could be a 

significant determinant of this species abundance. Clusella-Trullas and Garcia 

{2017) found that there are profound negative impacts of invasive alien species on 

ectotherms species diversity. Moreover, the recent drought that gripped South 

Africa would be expected to severely affect wetland capacity and longevity. 

Similarly, the time since the last intense fire would also contribute toward 

explaining the longevity of seepages, where the species has mostly been known to 

occur {Channing, 2001). Thus, it seems reasonable to assume site history could 

play a significant role in shaping A. lightfooti density. 

However, it should be taken into account that the sites were not selected 

completely at random (see Section 2.2). According to the abundant-centre theory 

{Sagarin and Gaines, 2002) - abundance should be the highest where the 

environment is most favourable for the species, thus sampling was biased towards 

sites that were thought to be more suitable for this species. Thus, the null model 

represents an estimate of mean density for the sampled sites. However, with this 

study, we have learned that the abundant-centre theory might not hold in the 

case of A. lightfooti as the hypotheses examined in this chapter showed that 
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although the habitat is highly suitable at certain sites, there might not necessarily 

occur at high densities at those sites. However, one possible explanation is that -

some sites visited during the survey period had low predicted habitat suitability 

and reported high densities. 

One possible consideration is to look at the temporal variation in the relationship 

between distribution and density. For instance, reproduction in this species may 

relate weakly to the environmental conditions, but could be paramount in 

determining distribution and density during certain times (Chen et al., 2005). 

Moreover, as resources become patchier and limited, the strength of the 

relationship between density and distribution is usually expected to increase 

(Nielsen et al., 2005). On the other hand, if resources are freely available and of 

equal quality throughout a species range then there is no reason for them to 

amass in patches, which would make modelling species abundance difficult. 

Ultimately, the idea of using hurdle models for positively skewed data that 

contain a large proportion of zeros is not new. Welsh et al. (1996) illustrated the 

concept with data for the abundance of Leadbeter's Possum. The approach 

allowed us to suitably model the presence/absence and density data using logistic 

and gamma regression respectively to estimate the two parts of the hurdle models. 

The approach also allowed us to use different sets of explanatory variables to 

model the two parts of the model, hereby leading to a better understanding of the 

processes determining the species distribution and abundance within its range. 
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Chapter 

lightfooti 

5 Modelling the distribution of A. 

based on 

presence-only data 

5.1 Introduction 

opportunistically collected 

In the previous chapter I investigate specific ecological hypotheses on the 

potential environmental drivers of the distribution and density of A. lightfooti. In 

this chapter, I model the distribution of this species based on opportunistically 

collected data (section 2.3) with the view to combine the resulting information 

with aSCR survey data (section 2.2) in the following chapter. 

SDMs have become increasingly popular in the research fields of ecology and 

nature conservation planning (Maggini, 2011), whereby these models are used to 

simulate species' ranges from a limited set of known observations (Elith and 

Leathwick, 2009). However, efforts to parameterize SDMs have often created a 

dilemma between the quality and quantity of data available to fit models (Pacifici 

et al., 2017). A vast majority of species data that is available today consist of 

presence-only data collected under non-standardized designs (Phillips et al., 2009). 

There are numerous discussions regarding the way those data are analysed. One 

framework that has been developed by Pacifici et al. (2017) and used in this study 

- is to integrate the information from the opportunistically collected presence 

records as a constructed covariate with the higher quality data, in this case being 

the aSCR survey data (section 2.2). 

Moreover, with the different statistical algorithms available for modelling, recent 

studies have shown that disparities among different model prediction can be large 

making model selection difficult (Guisan et al., 2017; Marmion et al., 2009). An 

alternative is to use an ensemble of models. The concept of ensemble modelling is 

to avoid selecting one single best model but instead to use a group of models for 

inference (Marmion et al., 2009). The different resulting 'habitat suitability 
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indices' are then averaged to get a single value per site ( or 'grid cell', Araujo and 

New, 2007). 

The rationale behind ensemble modelling is that different algorithms give different 

predictions and levels of accuracy under different circumstances and there is no 

single "best" model (Elith et al., 2006). In other words, the presence of a species 

might be well classified by some models and misclassified by others, thus making 

use of an ensemble model one can reduce the predictive uncertainty of a single 

model by combining predictions (Grenouillet et al., 2011; Marmion et al., 2009). 

To date, a substantial amount of studies have shown that ensemble techniques 

substantially improve the accuracy of species distribution predictions (1995; 

Araujo and New, 2007; Grenouillet et al., 2011; Marmion et al., 2009; Stohlgren et 

al., 2010). 

Thus, the aim of this chapter was to produce a prediction map from 

opportunistically collected presence records of A. lightfooti using an ensemble of 

SDMs. The resulting habitat suitability map derived from this 'lesser quality' 

opportunistically collected data is then used as baseline information to integrate 

with the survey data of 'higher quality' in the following chapter. 

5.2 The Data 

Species Data 

For the presence-only dataset, a total of 494 opportunistically collected occurrence 

records of the A. lightfooti was acquired dating from 1933 to 2015 (Figure 2.3). 

The data were collated from various sources (Appendix A). The records are 

spread latitudinally and longitudinally throughout the study area. Reported 

localities for a species that were not verified or treated as doubtful, were 

eliminated from the modelling process. For example, locations that were found on 

sea or in urbanized areas, where the species do not occur were removed. If several 
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records were found within the same 30 x 30 m 2 area were considered as duplicate 

and were also eliminated. 

All location coordinates of A.lightfooti were checked against published ranges of 

the species (Turner and De Villiers, 2007). Knowledge of the habitats and regions 

greatly facilitated the assessment of sampling bias (Merow et al., 2013a). Experts 

with this knowledge were consulted when deciding on the final datasets to be used 

in the model. After data cleaning, a total of 366 records were kept for further 

analysis. 

Environmental Data 

The next step in formulating SDMs is to obtain appropriate spatial environmental 

data that describe a suitable composition of the A .lightfooti environmental 

requirement (Austin, 2007; Miller, 2010). Austin et al. (2006) investigated the 

performance of SDMs with regard to the choice of environmental predictors used 

and found that the latter had a major influence on SDM performance. 

The type of environmental variables used in this study is species-specific and relies 

on expert's judgement. Environmental variables used to model species distribution 

based on presence only data are (see Section 3.3 for description): 

Elevation 

Slope 

Vegetation types 

Vegetation subtypes 

Vegetation communities 

Roughness 

North-South 

East-West 

Mean Min Winter 

Temperature 

Mean Max Summer 

Temperature 

Wetland types 

Summer Solar Radiation 

Winter Solar Radiation 

TPI (Topographic Position 

Index) 
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5.2 Ensemble Species Distribution Models Analysis 

The biomod2 v3.3-7 package (Thuiller et al., 2016) in R statistical software (R 

Core Team, 2018) was used to fit the SDMs in this study. It was chosen due to 

the speed and ease of fitting multiple models available from the package itself and 

it provided a platform for ensemble forecasting of the species' distribution. It also 

provided quick graphical results of forecasts often needed for ecological 

interpretation of the distributions and model comparisons. 

Arth role ptel la.Ii g htf ooti datasets 

input data 

6240000 

6230000 .. presences ... 

6220000 

6210000 -
• absences 

6200000 . . . 

255000 265000 255000 265000 

Figure 5.1 - Plot of species current distribution (red dots) and three sets of pseudo-absences (blue dots). 
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All models were calibrated with historic presence-only data and 1000 pseudo

absence points randomly selected from the entire area of the Cape Peninsula. 

Since this procedure implies a stochastic background point selection, it is 

recommended to build multiple sets of pseudo-absences data to prevent particular 

situations reflecting a specific sampling (Barbet-Massin et al., 2012) thus three 

different pseudo-absence dataset were created in the study (Figure 5.1). Each of 

the datasets has the species occurrence records together with an equal number of 

independently drawn pseudo-absences. Pseudo-absences were generated by 

randomly selecting points from all points within the study area excluding the 

available presence points. 

The aim of this chapter was not to investigate the specific ecological 

interpretation of the environmental predictors, thus multicollinearity among 

predictors was not considered to be a problem (Hill and Judge, 1987). 

All the models were fitted to the data using biomod2 (Thuiller et al., 2016). For 

each model, the following procedures were used: 

A. Generalized Linear Models (GLM) (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989) with 

linear, quadratic and categorical terms but no interactions between 

covariates. A stepwise procedure was used to select the most significant 

variables using AIC (Thuiller et al., 2009). 

B. Generalized Additive Models (GAM) (Hastie and Tibshirani, 1990) with a 

cubic spline smoother, which is a collection of polynomial of degree 3. 

Similarly, to GLM, an automated stepwise process was used to select the 

most significant variables (Thuiller et al., 2009). 

C. Classification Tree Analysis (CTA) (Breiman, 2017) using the rpart library 

(Therneau et al., 2010). This procedure runs a 10 fold cross-validation to 

select the best trade-off between a high decrease of deviance and the 

smallest number of leaves (Thuiller et al., 2009). 
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D. Random Forest (RF) (Breiman, 2001) classification tree was fitted using 

500 trees. 

E. Generalized Boosting ]VIodel (GBM) (Ridgeway, 2007) with an interaction 

depth of 4 , a learning rate of 0.001 and a total of 2500 trees respectively 

with five-fold cross validation. 

F. ANN (Abraham, 2005) where BIOMOD uses the library mnet (Ripley et 

al., 2016). ANN was parameterized with the number of units in the hidden 

layer and weight decay optimized by cross-validation on model AUC. 5 

folds cross-validation was used to find the both parameters. 

G. :Max:Ent (Phillips et al., 2004) model was calibrated using linear, quadratic, 

product, threshold and hinge features, with a regularization parameter of 

and a 0.5 probability of presence in any cell within the study area. 

In the absence of an independent dataset, a split-sample cross-validation approach 

(Guisan et al., 2017) was used for each model's evaluation. For validation, 20% of 

both the presence and pseudo-absence datasets were partitioned and set aside for 

cross-validation while 80% was used to calibrate the models. The split-sample 

procedure was then repeated three times over the three different pseudo-absence 

datasets. 

Do different modelling methods select different types of environmental variables? 

To compare the importance of the explanatory variables across the models, a 

permutation procedure was implemented to examine the importance of the 

variables in the model. The technique consists of making standard predictions 

from the calibrated models and then the variable under investigation is randomly 

permutated and a new prediction is made (Thuiller et al., 2009). The correlation 

score between the standard predictions and the new predictions give an estimation 

of the variable's importance (Naimi and Araujo, 2016). Here this procedure is 

repeated three times for each variable independently. A good correlation score 
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indicates that the contribution of a variable to the model is low (Ishwaran, 2007; 

Naimi and Araujo, 2016). The importance scores for all predictors were 

standardized by calculating the proportion of each predictor's importance relative 

to the sum of all predictors' scores in each model, so that the total variable 

importance was equal to one for comparison purposes. 

Each single model was run on the training partition and evaluated on the test 

partition by the commonly used, area under the receiver of characteristics curve 

(AUC) in order to assess the predictive performance of the different modelling 

techniques (Hanley and McNeil, 1982). Each of these replicate models was 

projected on to the study area and the final projection for each modelling 

algorithm was achieved by averaging the nine replicate models across the cross

validation runs and pseudo-absences datasets. 

A total of 63 (7 models * 3 PA-dataset * 3 cross-validation runs) algorithms were 

combined by taking the average prediction from each algorithm to build the 

ensemble model. The ensemble model was then evaluated over the entire dataset, 

which is the union of the three PA datasets. The single models and ensemble 

model were then compared using the AUC value. 
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5.4 Results 

5.4.1 Ensemble Maps 

The habitat suitability map for A. lightfooti (Figure 5.2) is a result of the 

averaged predictions across the seven statistical modelling techniques. The 

uncertainty of the resulting ensembles was also assessed by calculating and 

mapping the standard deviation between the predictions of each of the seven 

models ( across the pseudo-absence datasets and cross-validation runs) composing 

the ensemble. The ensemble model performed well with an AUC value of 0.977. 

The geographical areas with the highest habitat suitability are mostly on the top 

of Table Mountain National Park, Noordhoek region and along the south of the 

Cape Peninsula (Figure 5.3). A high variability can also be observed between the 

statistical methods in small areas across the edge of observed distribution. 
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Figure 5.2 - Ensemble Model showing the predicted habitat suitability of the A. lightEooti obtained 

by averaging single models' predictions. 
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Figure 5.3 - The ensemble modelling uncertainty (SD). Red high (0.35 - 0.40) and yellow low (0.10 

- 0.05). 

5.4.2 Evaluation of Results across Modelling Algorithms 

In this section, the individual algorithms are evaluated briefly in three different 

ways. Firstly, comparing the AUC values to assess differences in the general 

model fit. Secondly, comparing the geographical consistency of the maps produced 

by each of the algorithms to assess the predictions conformity across algorithms. 

Thirdly, comparing the contribution of the various environmental variables to the 

different models. 

Overall, the seven single-SDMs showed good ability to predict observed 

distributions , with AUC values ranging from 0.768 to 0.971 (Appendix A). Figure 

5.4 highlights the variability among the cross-validations runs and pseudo-absence 

datasets for each model. The AUC varies about 0.05 for ANN, which in turn 

reveals the largest variance compared to the other models. For models' evaluation 
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across the different cross-validation runs and pseudo-absence datasets, see 

Appendix A. CTA and GAM show very similar mean AUC and similar variances, 

while GBM and RF show the best AUC values and generally a smaller variance 

between runs and pseudo-absence datasets. The relative ranking of SDMs 

according to their AUC values showed that RF more frequently yielded the 

models with the highest predictive performance. 

0.95 -

0.90 -
() 
::J 
<( 0.85 -

0.80 -

ANN 

Variation in AUC across Models 

MAXENT CTA GAM 
Model 

GLM GBM RF 

Figure 5.4 - Variation in the area under the receiver-operating characteristic curve (AUC) among the 

cross-validation runs and the pseudo-absence datasets between the different models. 

Maps were produced to illustrate the geographical areas of species occurrence 

predicted by the different modelling techniques across the different cross

validation runs and pseudo absence datasets. The maps showed that the single

SDMs models made predictions that were broadly consistent with each other 

(Figure 5.5). The colours show the habitat suitability index, green high (0.8 to 

1.0) and light pink low (0.3-0). All non-zero predictions are within the 

environmental range of the training data (i.e. the model is not predicting to novel 

environments). 
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Figure 5.5 - Habitat suitability of the A . lightfooti predicted by the seven single-SDMs averaged across the different cross-validation runs and pseudo

absence datasets. 
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l\foreover, we looked at. the relat ive influence of the envirnnmental variables in 

single models (Figure 5.6). In biomod2 the variable importance is measured as '!

correlation', thm, the higher the score, the more important the variable. The 

variable importance was averaged over the different pseudo-absences data<:1ets and 

cross-validations runs. A table with the average variable importance across the 

different pseudo-absences sets and cross-validation runs can be found in Appendix 

A. 
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Figure 5.6 - ltclaLive importance of t.he cuvironruenlal variaulcs used Lo predict. Lhe potential 
distribution of the iL lightfooti. Continuous black line refers to the mean relative importance value 
of the predictors across the seven models. 

There was substantial variation in the importance of different environmental 

predictors among statistical models except for the mean minimum winter 

temperature variable which appears to be the most intluential for all models 

except for ANN model. The elevation variable seems to be the second most 

influential. Across all seven models, only two to four variables out of 14 have 

values of relative importance higher than the mean importance value. 
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5.5 Discussions 

The aim of this chapter was to produce a prediction map from opportunistically 

collected presence records of the A. lightfooti, such that this information can be 

combined with the survey data in the next chapter. I produced the prediction 

map using an ensemble of SDMs and my findings confirmed that ensemble 

forecast offers an improvement on any individual model (Marmion et al., 2009; 

Grenouillet et al., 2011; Thuiller, 2004). 

The ensemble prediction map was built to account for projection variability 

among the single SDMs. The ensemble modelling uncertainty map shows 

interesting patterns and highlights where the individual models show divergent 

results. Interestingly, predictions where the model algorithms differ most in their 

predictions are mostly at the edges of the observed distribution. The unsettled 

nature of the independent models output justifies the combination method of 

prediction that produces an ensemble forecast. Marmion et al. (2009) and 

Grenouillet et al. (2011) also reached to similar conclusions 

Based on AIC scores, my results showed that tree-based methods, such as RF and 

GBM, showed predictive abilities close to the ensemble model and this is 

consistent with earlier studies (Cutler et al., 2007; Marmion et al., 2009). RF and 

GBM are also based on the idea of ensemble modelling whereby hundreds of trees 

are built and the mean prediction is computed. Overall the AIC scores indicated 

fairly good discriminatory ability of all the individual models with most AUC 

values being greater than 0.8. 

The predictor variables in this study were included so they cover suitable range of 

the A.lightfooti environmental requirement. The 'mean minimum winter 

temperature' variable appeared as the most significant variable across all seven 

modelling techniques. The second most influential variable was 'elevation', often 

selected by different models. One noticeable distinction is that CT A led to the 
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simplest single model, with only seven variables whereas ANN, Maxent, GAM 

and RF produced the most complex models. 

An improvement for ensemble models worth considering is individual model 

formulation. Although an ensemble model is a good way of dealing with extreme 

variations in predictions across methods, the need to select explanatory variables 

and examining the necessity for polynomial or interaction terms (Li and Wang, 

2013; Elith, 2015) is crucial. Nevertheless, occurrence records used in the study, 

collected in a non-standard way, produced a relatively realistic map as consulted 

with experts. In the next section, the ensemble forecast map will be used as an 

additional predictor variable to produce an updated map with more recent survey 

data. 
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Chapter 6 - Model-based density estimates of A. 

lightfooti across the Cape Peninsula using all 

available data 

6.1 Introduction 

The spatial prediction of abundance has been recognised as an important 

component of conservation planning (Franklin, 2010; Guisan and Zimmermann, 

2000). Species abundance models have become a key tool for ecologists and 

conservation biologists (Elith and Leathwick, 2009). Today the greater availability 

of occurrence and abundance data has spurred on the use of species distribution 

and abundance models to make spatial predictions of abundance. 

However, species distribution and abundance models can only perform as well as 

the data they are fitted to and are thus subject to biases in the underlying data 

(Merow et al., 2013a). Pacifici et al. (2017) suggested that these distribution and 

abundance models should be parameterized using high quality data. Data collected 

under standardized sampling designs that include a randomized and consistent 

sampling method which accounts for observer effort and detection uncertainty. 

Huge amounts of data on many species are collected by citizen science programs 

(Giraud et al., 2016; Pacifici et al., 2017). Examples, include specimen collection 

data from museums and herbaria, and atlas records maintained by government 

agencies and non-government organizations. Unfortunately, these data are usually 

collected opportunistically and carry three main challenges - spatial bias in 

sampling intensity whereby some sites are more likely to be visited than others, 

false negatives1 and false positives2 (Giraud et al., 2016). A key challenge facing 

researchers today is the need to assemble and work with these low quality data 

from different sources (Pacifici et al., 2017). 

1 Non-detection of species at sites where they occur 
2 Species are wrongly reported at sites where they do not occur 
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However, building models using these data often violates key assumptions of the 

estimation procedures used to fit SDMs (Yackulic et al., 2013) which creates a 

tension between quality and quantity of data available to fit models (Pacifici et 

al. , 2017). It is not uncommon now for projects to integrate any combination of 

data types into a single analysis. Dorazio (2014), Fithian et al. (2015) and Giraud 

et al. (2016) proposed the integration of presence-only or opportunistically 

collected data with standardized survey data. Fithian et al. (2015) considered a 

probabilistic model that allows for joint analysis of presence-only and survey data 

to exploit their complementary strengths. Dorazio (2014) developed a more 

general framework that accounts for detection errors and survey biases from the 

presence-only data. 

This chapter aims at producing the first Peninsula wide population-density surface 

for A. lightfooti using all available data on the species, together with an 

uncertainty map. More specifically, this chapter aims at looking at whether the 

opportunistically collected presence-only records used to build a habitat suitability 

map of A. lightfooti in chapter can be used as a constructed covariate to a hurdle 

model to produce the best possible population-density surface. Compared to the 

preceding Chapter 4, where the aim was to examine whether the occurrence and 

density of the A. lightfooti were influenced by the same environmental factors 

based on specific a-priori hypotheses, this chapter uses a hurdle model that best 

fits the high-quality density data. 

6.2 The Data 

Our purpose is to estimate the relative abundance of the species at the different 

sites. The estimation is based on two data types, opportunistically collected 

presence-only records and systematically collected survey data. The two main 

problems with analysing opportunistically collected species records are not 

accounting for the observation process and spatial bias (Yoccoz et al., 2001). In 

this case, the density data were collected under design-based sampling protocols 
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and accounting for the observation process which overcomes those problems. The 

procedure thus covered the entire species' range without neglecting those areas 

which are rarely visited. The standardized dataset gives the population densities 

of A. lightfooti at randomly sampled sites of 900 metre squared, together with 

locations where no frogs have been observed. A total of 89 population density 

estimates was acquired, together with 78 recorded absences. A more detailed 

description of the dataset can be found under Section 2.2. In this study, this is 

considered as the 'high' quality data. 

A second dataset consists of an opportunistic dataset, considered as the lower 

quality data here, characterized by a completely unknown sampling effort. It 

consists of 366 presence-only records from multiple sources obtained from 1933 to 

2015. In Chapter 5, a habitat suitability map was constructed from these 

opportunistically collected data using an ensemble of species distribution models. 

A more detailed description of the dataset and the resulting habitat suitability 

map can be found under Section 2.3 and 5.4.1, respectively. The resulting habitat 

suitability map is used here as a constructed covariate. Moreover, other than 

being of lower quality, those opportunistically collected data were also used by 

Louw (2018) to stratify the sampling in order to focus the main effort to areas 

where the frogs were most likely to be present (see section 2.2). Thus, to account 

for this stratification, the opportunistically collected data should be used as a 

constructed covariate in the form of a habitat suitability map. 

6. 3 Analysis 
The analysis proceeded in several stages. 

1. Constructing a covariate model from presence-only records 

A first stage analysis was carried out on the 366 opportunistically collected 

presence records obtained from 1933 to 2015, which resulted in a habitat 

suitability index map of A. lightfooti. A detailed description of the procedure and 

resulting map can be found in Chapter 5 of this thesis. The resulting map is 
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glmulti

thereafter used here as a constructed covariate in this investigation. Therefore, a 

total of 16 predictor variables were used in the study; 15 environmental variables 

listed under section 2.4 and the constructed habitat suitability index map. 

2. Fitting a hurdle model to the standardized abundance dataset 

To examine whether the integration of a habitat suitability index map returns 

more accurate density estimates of the A. lightfooti, this stage involved building a 

base hurdle model to which the habitat suitability map would be incorporated as a 

covariate at a later stage. The base hurdle model was constructed following the 

same procedure described under Section 4.4, the standardized dataset is divided 

into two groups: one indicating whether the A. lightfooti was present or not at 

each site, the other showing the population density estimates together with the 

associated standard of errors for those sites where the frog was present. Similarly, 

both the presence data and abundance data were then modelled using logistic and 

gamma regression, respectively, but only in terms of the environmental variables. 

Models containing main effects, all possible two-way interaction and quadratic 

terms were considered. For both types of model, a stepwise selection procedure 

was adopted, using the R package (Calcagno and de Mazancourt, 2010). 

The stepwise selection procedure is based on the AIC, where the variables are 

ranked according to their contribution to reducing the total AIC and retains the 

most parsimonious combination of variables (Franklin, 2010). 

More specifically, starting with a forward stepwise regression, each environmental 

variable is fitted to the data independently and the model with the smallest AIC 

is retained. Then, each of the remaining variables is added one at a time and is 

retained only if they further reduce the AIC. The process perseveres until adding 

variables no longer reduce the AIC. Furthermore, among the selected variables, 

all possible interaction and quadratic effects are tested and those further reducing 

the AIC are kept in the model. Adequacy of the regression models were examined 
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by inspection of the residuals. In both cases, models with the lowest AIC scores 

were retained for further analysis. 

3. Data Integration 

The hurdle model is a two-part model, which allows different sets of explanatory 

variables to be used to build the two different parts of the model. Thus, four 

model structures were constructed: (1) a base model - where the habitat 

suitability index map was added in neither part of the hurdle model, (2) where 

the habitat suitability index map was added solely to the 'presence/absence' part 

of the hurdle model, (3) where the habitat suitability index map was added solely 

to the 'density' part of the hurdle model and (4) where the habitat suitability 

index map was added to both part of the hurdle model. 

4. Model Evaluation 

To compare the predictive performance of the hurdle model, a leave-one-out cross

validation procedure was applied. The parameter estimation is performed on 

of the observations and then the performance of the fitted model is tested 

by predicting the observation and by computing the squared error. The 

squared error is computed by deducting the predicted observation from the actual 

observation and squaring the result. So, in this procedure, the observation is 

the test set and the other observations are the training data for optimising 

the parameters of the algorithm. Then repeating the process times, each time 

leaving out a different observation to use as the single test case. In this case, 

167 (89+78) and thus the process is repeated 167 times and each time the squared 

error is measured. 

As a final measurement of the quality of the model, the mean squared error 

(MSE) is computed. The mean squared error measures the expected squared 

difference between the predicted value from the model and what is truly observed. 

The predicted mean square error (MSE) is then cumulated after each cross-
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validation iteration. The process is then repeated for the four hurdle models and 

the cumulated MSE are compared across the models. The model with the lowest 

cumulated MSE is then regarded as the best predictive model. 

5. Mapping A. lightfooti Population Density 

Finally using the best performing hurdle model, the expected A. lightEooti 

population density estimates are predicted across the study area, excluding sites 

in urbanized areas where the frogs do not occur. A map indicating projected 

population density should be accompanied by some measure of uncertainty 

(Guisan and Zimmermann, 2000). Thus, using non-parametric bootstrapping, 

standard deviations for the estimate of expected population density using the 

procedure described under Section 4.4 is constructed. 

The model was required to predict to places not sampled in the training data, 

motivating the need for a measure of environmental similarity between new 

environments and those used in the training dataset. A Multivariate 

Environmental Similarity Surface (MESS) map, proposed by Elith et al. (2010), 

was used to identify and visualize novel environmental conditions. The method 

calculates the similarity of any given point in the region of projection to a 

reference set of points ( e.g. points used to train the model) with respect to the 

chosen predictors (Elith et al., 2010). In other words, taking a hyper-dimensional 

box-like viewpoint, the method analyses the environmental coverage of one 

predictor variable at a time and reports how novel those conditions are outside 

the given defined covariate space (Zurell et al., 2012). MESS maps present the 

user with a quantitative measure of projection uncertainty by helping to identify 

extrapolated areas (Mesgaran et al., 2014). 
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190.57 

190.71 

191.31 

192.54 

193.29 

202.39 

6.4 Results 

Following the stepwise regression procedure to find a model that fits the 

presence/absence and density data well, the retained logistic regression model 

included two main effect terms: Mean minimum winter temperature and wetland 

area, and a quadratic term for wetland area. The model scored an AIC value of 

190.6. For the population density data, the selected gamma regression model 

proved to be the null model with an AIC value of 95.7. These two components 

were thus combined to form the base hurdle model to estimate the expected 

density of A. lightfooti. 

Table 6.1 - The best candidate models considered for A. lightfooti occurrence and density modelling. 

Model number and structure are provided. In the table Winter Temp refers to Mean Minimum 

Winter Temperature. 

Model Number Model Structure 

Logistic Regression Models 

1. 

2. 

Winter Temp+ Wetland area+ (Wetland area) 2 

Eastwest + Winter Temp + Wetland area +(Wetland 

area)2 + Eastwest * Winter Temp 

3. Eastwest + Winter Temp + Wetland area +(Wetland 

area)2 

4. Winter Temp + Wetland area + (Wetland area) 2 + 

Winter Temperature*Wetland area 

5. Eastwest + Winter Temp + Wetland area +(Wetland 

area) 2 + Eastwest * Wetland.area 

6. Eastwest + Winter Temp + Wetland area 

AIC 
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64.72 

66.35 

66.52 

67.84 

68.36 

70.03 

Gamma Regression l\tlodels 

1. 'Null' 

2. Winter Temp 

3. Wetland area 

4. Winter Temp + (Winter Temp )2 

5. Wetland area +(Wetland area) 2 

6. Winter Temp+ Wetland area +(Wetland area) 2 

Results from the cross-validation procedure showed that all three hurdle models 

that incorporated the habitat suitability index map as a covariate had larger MSE 

than the hurdle model excluding the map as covariate (Table 6.1). Although Stone 

(1977) showed that the leave-one-out cross-validation and the AIC are 

asymptotically equivalent, the AIC in itself cannot be interpreted as the 

predictive accuracy of a model but is useful when comparing models. However, the 

MSE can be interpreted as a measure of the distance between predicted and 

actual observations and is therefore used in this chapter to assess the predictive 

accuracy of the models. The smaller the MSE the closer the model's prediction is 

to the actual data, indicating that adding the habitat suitability index map 

increases the mean squared error in predictions. The different map resulting from 

the other three hurdle model can be found in Appendix A. 

How can habitat suitability not be a good predictor? In view of those results 

(Table 6.2), further investigation revealed a poor correlation between the observed 

density estimates and the habitat suitability indices (Spearman's Rho correlation 

of 0.266). Although the habitat suitability map was uninformative on the density 
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part of the hurdle model, one would expect that the suitability index at least 

predicts occurrence better than density since the ensemble SDMs were fitted to 

presence-only data. Thus, the difference between the predicted presence 

probabilities from the presence/absence part of the hurdle model and the habitat 

suitability was mapped (Appendix A). Areas where the two maps mostly disagree 

correspond to areas where the species were historically present (from the 

opportunistically collected data) but recorded as absent during the 2016 and 2017 

detailed survey and vice versa. That is, areas where they were not historically 

observed (or areas that were not sampled in the opportunistically collected data), 

the more recent survey recorded them as being present. 

Using the best performing hurdle model; the model that did not incorporate the 

habitat suitability index map as a covariate was used to predict the expected 

density of A. lightfooti across the study area (Figure 6.1 - Left panel). The map 

shows A. lightfooti density per 900m2 grid cell. The highest concentration of the 

expected species population was found to be mostly on the top of Table Mountain, 

Noordhoek, Silvermine and across the south east region of the Cape Peninsula. 

Estimates were generally lower towards the coastal areas of the study area. 

Expected density of the A. lightfooti ranged between 5.5 and 42.2 per 900m2, with 

a total expected population of 3 591 634 individuals across its entire range (95% 

Cl: 1 988,763; 5 476 754). The map shows 'spikes' in density estimates due to the 

wetland surface that change rapidly across the Cape Peninsula. For example, one 

grid cell of 30m2 can contain some wetland surface while the grid cell next to it 

can be free of any wetland surface. 
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5 243.28 255.26 105 180.5 

6 243.10 257.10 105 211.4 

6 243.05 257.06 105 249.7 

7 242.86 258.87 105 305 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Table 6.2 - Mean Squared Error (MSE) estimates of expected population density for the A. liglltfooti 

across different covariate models. Together with the number of parameters including the constant 

(K), -2 log likelihood scores (-2LL) and AIC scores. 

Hurdle Model Structure K -2LL AIC MSE 

Logistic Regression Gamma 

Regression 

Winter _Temp+ 

Wet land area + 

(Wet land area2 ) 

Winter _Temp+ 

Wet land area + 

(Wetland area2 ) + 
Habitat Suitability 

Index map 

Winter _Temp+ Habitat 

Wet land area + Suitability Index 

(Wet land area2 ) map 

Winter _Temp+ Habitat 

Wet land area + Suitability Index 

(Wetland area2 ) + map 

Habitat Suitability 

Index map 

Prediction uncertainty map (Figure 6.1 - Right panel) is the standard deviation of 

predicted density estimates from 1000 bootstrapped sample. Areas of high 

uncertainty (large confidence interval) were mostly observed on the southern part 

of the Cape Peninsula. As demonstrated by the mean minimum winter 

temperature MESS map (Figure 6.2 - Left panel); areas of high dissimilarity to 
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the surveyed points were observed on the southern part of the Cape Peninsula. 

Areas of moderate prediction uncertainty are the areas where the winter 

temperature MESS map (Figure 6.2 - Left panel) indicated the greatest 

dissimilarity. The most similar environments were observed mostly on the top of 

Table Mountain and other mountains of the Cape Peninsula. The wetland area 

Mess map (Figure 6.2 - right panel) shows high similarity areas but also small 

areas showing no similarity. Looking at the prediction uncertainty map (Fig 5.1 -

left panel) we can observe that the highest uncertainty areas are associated with 

those small areas. 
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Figure 6.1 - Current expected population density estimates of the A . lightfooti across the Cape Peninsula (right panel), together prediction uncertainty. Green areas to low 

pink areas indicates high to lower estimates. The grey areas represent urbanized lowland areas where the frog does not occur. 
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Figure 6.2 - Multivariate Environmental Similarity Surface (MESS) map for Mean Minimum Winter Temperature (left panel) and Wetland area (right panel) 

variables. Scale on MESS map: positive values shows analogous area with respect to each variable; negative values correlate to dissimilar environmental areas (pixels) 

from the surveyed points and areas around zero represent area where the variable is on the edge of the training range of the surveyed points. 
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6.4 Discussion 

This study provided the first expected population density estimates of the 

Lightfoot' moss frog across the whole Cape Peninsula with a global population size 

of approximately 3.5 million individuals. The confidence interval around this 

estimates ranged from - 2 million and - 5.4 million individuals. However, this 

estimate derives from a model-based approach where the data were collected 

under a stratified sampling design (see section 2.2) whereby the main sampling 

effort was assigned to sites where habitats were most suitable. 

Sampling locations for the density dataset were initially selected based on a 

stratified random sampling design to allow for a design-based inference of the 

abundance of A. lightfooti across its range. The design-based approach uses the 

probability of inclusion for each site that originates from the sampling design (Shi 

et al., 2016). However, in this case, if no frogs were heard at the target site, the 

next closest location of calling frogs were located by walking in circle around the 

target site (see section 2.2). The mean density empirically observed during the 

study carried out by Louw (2018) was of 15 frogs per 30m2
• It was then difficult to 

know what the probability of inclusion was for these respective sites. Thus, in this 

study, a model-based approach was used to obtain an abundance estimate of A. 

lightfooti. 

In a model-based approach, the method of selecting sampling locations is not a 

requirement as long as the element of randomness is introduced via the chosen 

model (Brus, 2010). The model-based approach relies on models that fit the data 

well. Subsequently, the covariates can then be used to predict density outside the 

sampled area. Thus, in this case, it does not matter which sites were sampled as 

long as the important environmental gradients are adequately sampled and a 

model that describes the variation in the density and occupancy of the frog can be 

found. If part of the environmental space is not sampled, there are then risks of 

extrapolation. 
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As it turns out, the null model was the most parsimonious at describing A. 

lightEooti density. The null model thus represents an estimate of mean density for 

the sampled sites (sample mean). Therefore, all variations found in the hurdle 

model predictions come from the variations in the predicted presence 

probabilities. The null model then just scales these probabilities by a constant. 

That constant being the mean number of frogs given they are present. I found 

that the predicted presence probabilities also tend towards the sample mean -

with on average a 50% chance of encountering frogs at any random site on the 

Peninsula which in this case seems relatively high. In general, when a model is not 

good, the predictions tend towards the sample mean. In that case, the sampling 

design becomes critical as it heavily influences the sample mean. 

The density survey was done using a stratified sampling design so that there were 

more samples at sites where the frogs were more likely to be present (see section 

2.2). If the observed presence patterns followed the expected patterns, we would 

expect on average a higher probability of finding the species across sites ( due to 

the overrepresented high probability sites in the data). One advantage of the 

model-based approach is that when the model has been shown to produce biases 

estimates, the model can be adjusted to give a more accurate estimation of the 

estimate of interest (Shi et al., 2016). In this case, in order to adjust for the 

imbalanced sampling - a weighted average would then reduce the estimated 

presence probabilities. In the case of A. lightEooti, the averaged observed presence 

probabilities were the same across strata. Thus, using a weighted average as 

adjustment to the estimates in each stratum would not bring any changes to the 

abundance estimate. The estimate obtained using the model-based approach 

should be considered with caution as it is very likely to be an overestimate of the 

true abundance. 

Given the stratified sampling design used, I attempted to provide an unbiased 

design-based estimate of abundance of A. lightEooti which totalled to 

approximately 800 000 individuals across the Cape Peninsula. Using auxiliary 
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information available on the survey data, I was able to identify those sites that 

were not initially sampled, that is, sites that were located by walking in circle 

around the initially selected site (Appendix A). The density estimates from those 

sites were excluded from the calculations. Then using stratum-specific inclusion 

probabilities, a weighted mean of the densities across sites that were initially 

sampled was computed. However, this estimate should also be considered with 

caution as the standard errors associated with the density estimates cannot be 

accommodated in a design-based framework. 

Furthermore, the frog density estimates were obtained by converting call density 

to frog density using a single estimate of call rate and the latter might not be 

constant throughout the season. Another source of uncertainty is the density 

estimates themselves which were computed from an auxiliary analysis 

accompanied with a degree of uncertainty. Modelling these data points without 

propagating the uncertainty could lead to deceptive estimates and overstate the 

precision of the reported abundance estimate. Although I accounted for this 

uncertainty during the modelling stage of the analysis (see section 4.4), one should 

carefully consider this global population. 

From the resulting prediction of the combined model (Figure 6.1 - Left panel), 

regions of high density estimates are associated with the presence of wetland 

areas. These findings are expected, given that the species is vulnerable to 

dehydration and therefore require moist habitats (Channing, 2004). Results also 

revealed areas with the highest uncertainty in expected density estimates in the 

presence of large wetland areas (between 6220000N and 6225000N in Figure 5.1 

Left panel). Moreover, spikes of high densities scattered among much lower 

densities could be also due to overpopulated habitats where species emigrate to a 

neighbouring site (in this case grid cell), which often are of lower quality (Gaston, 

2003). 
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Large areas of moderate density estimates were observed in cooler montane 

regions. A. lightfooti are known to occur from sea level to 1000m ( Channing, 

2004) and lower pressure at higher altitudes causes the temperature to be colder 

on top of a mountain (Whiteman, 2000) which seems to be preferred by the 

species. Density estimates were generally lower on the southern part of the Cape 

Peninsula, where the MESS map (Figure 6.3 - left panel) indicates a dissimilar 

environmental space from the surveyed points onto which the model is predicting. 

Those areas of predictions should be carefully interrogated. 

Moreover, the results demonstrated that incorporating a habitat suitability 

covariate derived from presence-only data from multiple sources did not seem to 

improve the estimation of density patterns of A. lightEootL The leave-one-out 

cross-validation procedure resulted in higher cumulated mean squared error 

whenever the habitat suitability index map was incorporated as a covariate. This 

result is surprising since the presence-only derived habitat suitability should be 

informative on where the species occurs. So is the hurdle model perhaps 

describing a different process compared to the SDMs? Moreover, if the abundant

centre hypothesis is correct, then we would expect the habitat suitability map to 

be informative to both parts of the hurdle model, i.e. the part describing 

occurrence and the part describing density. 

However, the results suggest that the habitat suitability map was uninformative, 

neither on the probability of occurrence nor on density where the species occurs. 

It seems that the locations of where the species are now are not well predicted by 

where they were previously found. Habitat dynamics due to natural perturbations 

are customary. The Cape Peninsula experienced its biggest fires on record in 

January 2000 and March 2015 (Slingsby, 2015). After fires, animals disappear or 

breed up from the small numbers that are still present. They can also recolonize 

in different places (for example, at different altitude) that can take a different 

amount of time (Hossack and Corn, 2007). Given the timeframe of the 

opportunistically collected data of A. lightfooti, it is not surprising to note that 
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the species were absent after the fires in areas where they were previously 

observed. 

Moreover, an important factor in the reproduction of A. lightEooti is the presence 

of seepage areas in which they breed which are maintained by extended rainfall 

(Measey et al., 2017). Between 2015 and 2017, the South-western cape region of 

South Africa experienced three of its lowest rainfall years on record 

(Conservation, 2018). Thus, species such as A. lightfooti which rely on sites that 

offer moist conditions were likely to be affected by the drying climate. In this 

case, given that the density data were surveyed mostly during the drought period 

- suitable sites at which the species were previously found might not exist 

anymore. 

Similar to the findings in Chapter 4, the best performing hurdle model suggests 

that the distribution and density of the Lightfoot's moss frog may be a function of 

different processes. In fact, despite fitting additional models to the density data in 

the aim of finding a better fit , the data always supported a null model suggesting 

that one is better off at just predicting constant density where the species occurs 

but at the cost of some bias. 

Species data used for SDM frequently come from multiple sources (Araujo and 

Guisan, 2006; Austin, 2007). Most of these data consists of historical occurrence 

records (Tingley and Beissinger, 2009) as in the presence-only dataset used in this 

study. Another study where including lower quality data failed to improve 11.1.odels' 

performance was carried out by Reside et al. {2011) where they tested the 

performance of distribution models when incorporating historical presence-only 

data in addition to higher quality data to increase sample sizes. 

In this study, a first-stage analysis of the presence-only data with no additional 

associated information, led to a habitat suitability index map. However, Pacifici et 

al. (2017) developed an approach where instead of using only higher quality 

dataset - they summarised information available with lower quality occurrence 
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data (such as information on sampling effort and number of observers present 

during sampling) and used them as covariates to improve predictions. 

From this study, we learned that studies that rely on only opportunistically 

collected data should be considered with caution. Furthermore, the environmental 

covariates used in this study turned out to have limited predictive power, which 

resulted in a poor model. Given the need to rely on model-based inferences, more 

informative covariates would be needed to improve the reliability of the resulting 

abundance estimate. l\1oving forward, other important factors shaping density 

estimates should be considered such as site history and competition among species 

once occupancy is settled. 
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Chapter 7 - Conclusion 

The advancement in technology and acoustic spatial capture-recapture methods 

have enabled the monitoring of visually cryptic but acoustically detectable species 

more closely and accurately than ever before. This study helped us gain insight 

into whether the two processes, that is, the distribution and relative abundance 

patterns of A. lightfooti are governed by the same environmental factors. 

Moreover, this study resulted in construction of the first Peninsula wide 

population density map of A. lightfooti while also investigating whether the 

opportunistically collected presence-only records can be used to improve and to 

produce the best possible population density map. 

The hurdle model, by separately modelling the probability of presence and the 

densities given presence using different sets of explanatory variables have enabled 

us to gain insight whether the two processes were influenced by the covariates in 

different ways. Environmental factors influencing density may differ from those 

limiting distribution. Across all hypotheses, A. lightfooti density did not vary with 

measured environmental factors, with the null model being preferred across all 

cases. As expected, the occurrence of the species was mostly driven by the 

presence of wetlands. In contrast, predictions of density were only weakly related 

to these same environmental factors and in some cases contradicting one another. 

These findings suggest that the abundant-centre hypothesis might not be valid for 

all species. 

In addition, I have been able to combine the results from the two analyses to 

estimate the expected density for A. lightfooti across its entire range. We now 

have the first quantitative population estimate of - 3.5 million calling male 

individuals across the Cape Peninsula. At the same time the study assessed the 

ability of using opportunistically collected presence-only records in combination 

with higher quality density data to improve the estimation of expected 

population-density surface of A. lightfooti. The presence-only records were 
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constructed into a habitat suitability map using an ensemble of species 

distribution models. 

Seven different SDM algorithms were combined by taking the average prediction 

from each algorithm to build the ensemble model. Despite the overall good 

performance of all individual models, the techniques implemented have shown to 

vary in spatial predictions of the species' distribution. The ensemble model scored 

an AUC value higher than any individual SDMs fitted. 

The findings suggested that ensemble forecast offers an improvement on any 

single model and its use for predictive species modelling is recommended. The 

habitat suitability map was then integrated in the modelling framework as a 

covariate in order to improve the estimation of expected population-density 

surface of A. lightfooti which resulted in being uninformative. From this study we 

learn that opportunistically collected occurrence records should be used cautiously 

when predicting species distributions. 
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Appendix A 

Table A.1 - Detailed List of Sources for Species occurrence data from 1933 to 2015. 

Number of occurrence 
Sources 

records 

The South African Institute 

for Aquatic Biodiversity 

(SAIAB) 

KwaZulu-Natal Museum 

Arthroleptella Iziko South African Museum 

Lightfooti 
Frarn;ois Becker 

Cape Nature 

Alex Rebelo 

Animal Demography Unit 

(ADU) 

iNaturalist 
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0.939 0.929 0.934 

0.937 0.926 0.9 

0.96 0.956 0.952 

0.969 0.963 0.966 

0.9 0.92 0.909 

0.931 0.768 0.946 

0.918 0.872 0.85 

 

0.918 0.933 0.921 

0.925 0.928 0.905 

0.949 0.965 0.95 

0.961 0.971 0.962 

0.904 0.926 0.872 

0.893 0.929 0.916 

0.926 0.916 0.927 

 

0.926 0.926 0.886 

0.895 0.917 0.906 

Table A.2 - Area under the receiver of characteristic curve during each cross-validation run across 

the three pseudo-absence datasets. 

Model Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 

PA 1 GLM 

GAM 

GBM 

RF 

CTA 

ANN 

MAXENT 

PA2 GLM 

GAM 

GBM 

RF 

CTA 

ANN 

MAXENT 

PA3 GLM 

GAM 
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0.961 0.952 0.95 

0.971 0.957 0.961 

0.914 0.928 0.933 

0.93 0.928 0.931 

0.931 0.929 0.925 

GBM 

RF 

CTA 

ANN 

MAXENT 

Mean Evaluation Scores across PA datasets 

1.0 -

0.9 -

0.8 -
en - PA1 
en - PA2 I- - PA3 

0.7 -

0.6 -

0.5 -

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
AUC 

Figure A.3 - (a) Plot of the mean of the model evaluation scores across the different pseudo-absence 

datasets according to two different evaluation metrics, ROC (AUC) and TSS. The lines represent 

the associated standard deviations. 
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Mean Evaluation Scores across cross-validation nuns 

1.0 · 

0.9 · 

0.8 · 

- RUN1 
- RUN2 
- RUN3 

0.7 · 

0.6 · 

0.5 · 

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
AUC 

Figure A.3 - (b) Plot of the mean of the model evaluation scores across the different cross validation 
runs accoriting to two itift°flrnnt. 1w;-ihrntion mP.trics, TI.OC (A TJC) ;-,no TSS. ThP. linP.s rP.prP.sP.nt t.hP. 

l-lSSOC'.il-ltP.o st;-ino;-iro OP.vi;-it.ions. 
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0.00 0.12 0.01 0.13 0.00 0.29 0.09 

0.04 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.12 0.00 0.12 

0.16 0.09 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 0.01 

0.13 0.05 0.01 0.04 0.00 0.03 0.05 

0.16 0.10 0.01 0.04 0.00 0.03 0.01 

0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.02 

0.00 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.11 0.07 

0.00 0.05 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.05 0.04 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.01 

0.00 0.06 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.05 0.02 

0.00 0.07 0.03 0.12 0.02 0.03 0.05 

0.44 0.30 0.79 0.34 0.71 0.23 0.33 

0.04 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.10 0.11 

0.02 0.02 0.05 0.07 0.10 0.03 0.07 

Table A.4 - The average variable importance across the different pseudo-absences sets and cross

validation across the seven modelling algorithms. 

Elevation 

es 

Slope 

Vegtypes 

Vegsubtyp 

Veg_comm 

Northsouth 

Jul_solar_ 

Jan_solar_ 

Eastwest 

Roughness 

Mean Max 

Temperatu 

Mean Min 

Temperatu 

Topograph 

unities_cowling 

radiation 

radiation 

Summer 

re 

Winter 

re 

icPositionlndex30 

m 

Wetlands 

GLM GAM GBM RF CTA ANN MaxEnt 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

T T T T r r 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
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Figure A.5 - Expected population density estimates of the A . lightfooti across the Cape Peninsula. Green areas to low pink areas indicates high to 

lower estimates. In this map the habitat suitability map was used as a covariate in the logistic regression part of the Hurdle Model. 
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Figure A.6 - Expected population density estimates of the A. lightfooti across the Cape Peninsula. Green areas to low pink areas indicates high to 

lower estimates. In this map the habitat suitability map was used as a covariate in the gamma regression part of the Hurdle Model. 
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Figure A. 7 - Expected population density estimates of the A. lightfooti across the Cape Peninsula. Green areas to low pink areas indicates high to 

lower estimates. In this map the habitat suitability map was used as a covariate in both part of the Hurdle Model. 
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(0.6 – 1) 9.111 5060 
(0.4 – 0.6) 7.085 21496 
(0.2 – 0.4) 2.947 72564 
(0 – 0.2) 2.112 183996 
Total 283116 
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Figure A.8 - Mapped difference between the predicted presence probabilities from the 

presence/absence part of the hurdle model and the habitat suitability map. Positive values 

indicate areas where predictions from the hurdle model were higher that the ensemble SDMs 

predictions and vice versa. 

Table A.9 Mean densities of initially selected sites across the four different stratums used 

during the survey. 

Strata according to Mean density across Total number of cells in 

MaxEnt habitat each stratum (initially the whole study area 

suitability index selected sites only) falling into the stratum 




